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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
''Nurse educators have long been seeldng a way to bridge the gap 
1 
between theory and practice." "The idea of integration, which is a corol-
lary of the adjustment aim, means the bringing together of the various 
parts into a whole. It is generally agreed that there has been far too 
, much splitting up of materials into compartments or subjects of study. "2 
The nursing profession has made great strides in recent years in an attempt 
to bridge this gap between theory and practice. Schools of nursing are 
I critically evaluating their curricula and clinical experience being offered 
I to students of nursing. Efforts are being made to integrate theory and 
practice in a more meaningful way for the student. One. way this is being 
accanplished is by better clinical teaching which is completely patient 
centered. Students of nursing are learning to consider the patient as a 
social being, with many needs to be met, in addition to his obvious physi-
cal needs. 
Burton says that compartmentalized subject matter will be mini-
mized and lifelike situations increasingly used in teaching. Pupils will 
3 
be made conscious of the interrelations of knowledge. Another method of 
achieving this goal in nursing education is the problem-solving approach 
to nursing care. 
1 Chayer, :Mary .Ella. Nursing in Modern Societz. New York: G.P. Putnam 1s 
tl Sons, 1947. p.76. 
I 
tr 
II 
2 Committee on Curriculum of the National League of Nursing Education • 
.l Curriculum Guide for Schools of Nursing. New York: 1937. p.69. 
3 Bu.rton, William H. The Guidance of Learning Activities. New York: 
D. Appl.eton-"...entury Incorporated, .1944. p.49. 
l. 
I. 
This approach was tried on an experimental basis at Boston Uni-
1 
versitywith four basic-professional students of nursing. 
The results written in Greep's study were as follows: 
1. It emphasizes the significance of good nursing care 
because it stresses the •..myn of the various procedures. 
2. It helps develop a more effective approach to tuture 
nursing care. 
3. It created a feeling of responsibility for the patient's 
care. 
4. It provides opportunity to practice nursing skills with 
satisfaction. 
5. The method of assignment of patients pravides adequate 
opportunity for observing the patient while still main-
taining a nor.mal nurse-patient relationship. 
6. It promotes a cooperative and interested attitude on 
the part of the staff. 
7. The nursing care plan facilitates contimrl.ty of nursing 
care. 4 
This study serves as a basis for the present investigation. 
The methodology of teaching in our diploma schools of nursing has 
tended to be quite traditional in style. It has finally been recognized 
that our approach to patient care must be better integrated for students of 
nursing, whether they are collegiate or hospital bred. 
This investigation will test the feasibility of using problem-
solving as an educational approach to nursing care at the Boston Floating 
Hospital, a pediatric affiliation, with students from diplcma schools of 
nursing. The faculty at the Boston Floating Hospital have expressed a need 
for an improved guide for use in the development of a nursing care study. 
4 Greep, Norma G. ".A. Pilot Study of a Problem-solving Method of Teaching." 
Unpublished Thesis, Boston Univeraity_School of Nursing. .August 1953. 
\ 
2. 
Since there are several methods of probl.em-.solving, for the pn--
1 pose of this study, the basic steps in the problem-solving method as ou.t-
5 
lined in "Cancer Nursing in the Basic Professional Nursing Curriculum. " 
I 
1! will be followed. These basic steps in the problem-solving method include: 
11 analyzing, defining, and stating the problem.; finding the facts; 11eighing 
II 
II 
the facts; proposing, testing, and applying the solution; and evaluating 
6 
the outcome. 
Statement of the Probles 
In order to evaluate the feasibility of using one selected 
problem-solving approach to nursing care at the Boston Floating Hospital, 
the following sub-problems will have to be answered. 
Sub-Problems: 
1. Is the revised guide from Greep's study, with a few modifi-
cations in the area of parent-child relationships, suitable 
for use in a pediatric unit? 
2. Is this a valuable learning situation fran the student's 
point of view? 
3. What are the reactions of the students to this method of 
approach to nursing care? 
a. Did they find it motivating and interesting? 
b. Did it provide for broader learning? 
c. Did they enjoy the experience? 
4. Is it feasible and practical? 
a. Is it possible when the patient assignment is heavy? 
b. Is it too time consuming on the p:~.rt of the student? 
c. Is it too time consuming on the p:Lrt o:f' the instructor? 
II 5 Cancer Nursing Content Production Camni ttee. Cancer Nursin~ in the Basic 
11 Professional Nursing Curriculum. Washington, D.C.: United .States . 
II Government Printing Office, 1951. 6 Ibid. pp.S. 
3. 
5· Is two weeks an ad quate period of time for the use of this 
method in a pediatric unit? 
6. What are the reactions of the staff to this method of a~proach 
to nursing care? 
7. Does this approach to nursing care result in better nursing 
care for the patient? 
Scope and Limitations 
This pilot study was done on one ward of the Boston Floating 
Hospital. This '\'lard has a capacity of ninetee:p. b eds and cares for children 
of both sexes from two to fifteen years of age. Since the length of hospi-
talization of the a:'(erage pediatric patient in this hospital is only a>bout 
seven to eight days, an attempt was made to choose patients for this s~udy 
who were expected to be hospitalized approximately two i-reeks or longer. 
B cause they w re depended upon to meet the se~ice needs , and 
because the availability of instructors was also limi~ed, the students 
i nvolved in the study 1t1ere limited to three in number. These students were 
affiliating at this hospital for their pediatric experience from general 
hospitals of varying sizes. They were chosen at random without considera-
tion of their background. The students repres ented three different schools 
of nursing~ They worked a forty-four hour week and were taking classes in 
pediatrics, and child gro,-;th and development at the time of the study. They 
iiere not allotted extra time on duty for the study, but were permitted to 
make us of arry fre e time they had on duty to pursue various ar as of this 
problem-solving approach. These students were assigned to day duty during 
this two week .period except for two d~s when Student A was assigned to the 
evening shift. 
The investigator of this study iV'as available on the "''Tards to give 
the students guidance during the two weeks assigned to the study. 
4. 
Method 
The study patients were chosen by the investigator, head nurse 
and students. Each student was assigned to her study patient for a period 
or two weeks. The other patients assigned to her were within the same 
, geographic area, if the situation pennitted, unless circumstances made it 
necessary to assign her to patients in another part or the ward. This 
gave her an opportunity to observe her study patient as she cared tor her 
other patients. 
Before the study began, a conference was held with the three 
students involved 1 the pediatric instructor, and the investigator. At 
this time the students were given the guides to be used in developing the 
nursing care plans, and in using the problem-eolving method of approach. 
Conferences were held on an individual basis on the ward when the need 
arose. A group conference was held at the end of the :first week to dis-
cuss problems the students had in using this method, and individual con-
ferences were held at the end of the second week to evaluate the two-weeks' 
study. 
The students and the investigator kept a record ot their time 
1 during the study in order to answer sub-problem #5. 
At the end or the study period, the staff on the ward, and the 
pediatric and clinical instructors were interviewed to determine , their 
1 reactions to the study. 
5. 
r 
Presentation 
Chapter n includes the philosophy which justified the use of 
this method of teaching. Chapter III includes the presentation of data 
collected and an analysis of this data. Chapter IV includes the SU111JD&ry, 
conclusions, and recommendations. 
6. 
II 
CHAPI'ER II 
PHILOSOPHY 
"For several years a growing belief in the seemingly intangible 
elements of nursing has been in the process of developnent. llhen the 
nurse, student or graduate, begirul to look beyond the routine nursj.ng care 
to the individual needs of her patients, to observe them as varyi.Dg person-
alit i.e. a ll:i.th problems, drives, and interests, and to make a pl&n for care 
and teaching for the patient and his family group, the results of good 
1 
ward teaching are apparent." 
I! the nurse ia to use this approach in caring for her patients, 
she must first develop insight, or keen perception and understanding of 
the problems presented by every patient she encounters. Burton defines an 
"understanding" as a "general concept" that results fran organizing and 
2 
interpreting the meanings of various aspects of a given situation. 
"Insight into a patient 1 s true needs presents a tremendous 
challenge to the real nurse.. She sees where she may begin to function, 
where she needs the assistance of other hospital and community workers, 
3 
where she may hardly dare hope to extend her scope." This quality is 
not developed overnight, but is acquired gradually as an understanding 
1 Taylor, Jnna 14. Ward Te,!-chi.eB.. Philadelfhia, Montreal, London: 
J .B. Lippincott Canpany, 1946. p.2C17. 
2 Burton, William H. The Guidance of learning Actipties. New York: 
D. Appleton-century Canpany Incorporated, 1944. p.223. 
3 Taylor, op cit. p.207. 
?. 
of human behavior and the effec~ of disease conditions and their treatment 
upon this behavior is increased. This knowledg CL~d understanding is 
increas~d by constant practice and experience on the part of the student of 
nursing. Her daily contact with all types of pat ients and problem situations 
present rich . opportunities for the teacher to ~1ide her in the development of 
this insight. 
"Insight helps her adjust to the patient's level, and if her judg-
ment is well developed, to give sound health instruction. Insight into many 
patient's problems gives prof~ssional poise, for it carries with it an under-
4 
standing of nursing functions • 11 11 It is clear that the only w~ to be sure 
that . the numerous and diverse learning products are achieved is to teach for 
5 
them. 11 Therefore, if we axe to attempt to develop this insight as a recog-
nized q,uality of a good nurse, \•re must stimulate her interest in her patients 
and help her to see and think of these pati~nts as individual persons '\>rho may 
or may not have the same disease conditions, but who present varying and 
completely individual behavior responses to the same situations. She must 
realize the effect of these responses on the treatment and eventual recover.f 
of the patient and must also realize how negative response may be an antagon-
ist to both treatment and r ecovery. 
"Educators are coming to see the value of permanent 
interests a~ a means of producing a vigorous attack 
upon learning and as a means of prolonging the period 
of l earning. Perhaps the only service that can be 
guaranteed a.s of permanent value throughout the entire 
period of grmrlh is that of building compelling inter-
ests \v'hich tend to :produce activity and to direct 
4 Taylor, op cit. p.207. 
5 Burton, op cit. p.49. 
8. 
its uae. The result of teaching a number of 81Dall 
isolated parts of a subject without reference to some 
larger organizing factor, tends to dissipate interest 
in place of increasing it. Is it not better to select 
fewer and larger topics for study, to approach these 
from different angl.s s and get below the surface in 
studying them? In this way students are likely not 
only to acquire a better understanding of subjects 
but to continue their interest and stugy after the 
period of basic preparation is over." 
It is hoped that by the use of the problem-solving approach to 
nursing care stimulation of this interest in the student of nursing may 
occur in such a way that there will be permanent carry-over to all her 
II nursing care in the future. She will develop the ability to think, ana-
l lyze critically and evaluate situations. '~e only way that students can 
' leam1 to think and to reason is to have opportunity to practice these 
7 
I mental skills. They cannot be learned by merely reading about them." I 
' "Educational thinkers are returning more and more frequently to the notion 
that the most fundamental function of education is the development of the 
8 
, ability to think creatively and to solve problems .n 
!I Are we developing this ability in the student of nursing, to 
II think critically and to solve problems? The student of nursing is taught 
the basic principles of good nursing care in the classroc:m atmosphere. 
6. Camnittee on Currieulnm of the National league of Nursing Education. 
A Curriculum Guide, for Schools of Nursins. New York: 50 West Fiftieth 
st., 1937. p.6l. 
' 7 Heidgerken, Loretta E. Teaching in Schools of Nurf11a«, Second Edition. 
Philadel:r;bia, Montreal, London: J .B. Lippincot Company, 1946. p.ll4. 
" 8 Frederick, Robert W., Ragadale, Clarence E., Salisbury, Rachel. I Directing .~arning. New York and London: D • .A.ppleton-century Company, 
1938. p.459. 
All too frequently this t heoretical aspect of nursing is left within the 
classroom walls. 11 Nurses tend to . think of subject matter as 11 theory" and 
to identify it \'Tith the classroom, thus differentiating it sharply from the 
students 1 practical ~xperience 'l'lhich is located in the wards or in other 
9 
hospital departments." Nursing educators are trying to overcome this se:pa-
ration of theory from :practice. 
11 One of the most significant developments in modern educ~tion has 
been its departure from the traditional approach to subject matter. Now we 
not only consider our bodies of knowledge to be only tentatively •true' or 
exact, but "'e also realize that information learned in isolated fragments 
does not contribute to our understanding of the whole :phenomenon, whether 
10 
it is the social body or the human body." 
Integration of subject matter within itself and '\'rith :pract~cal 
experience is becoming one of the primary goals of nursing education. 
"Integration as a teaching device is the :process of unifying both the 
11 
approach to and the results of learning." By better arrangement and pre-
sentation of subject matter the student should be able to see the relation-
ships of the subject matter she is studying, or the work she is doing, to 
the whole unit. 11 The important thing in integration is what happens in the 
student's mind and how she is able to assimilate the materials and use them 
9 Stewart, Isabel M. 11 How Shall We Plan the Program of Study? 11 , The 
American Journa1 of Nursing. June 1935. p.568. 
10 Johansen, Dorothy. 11 Int egration-Correlation11 , The American Journal of 
Nursing • . J~e 1951. p.4o5. 
n Ibid. p.4o5. 
10. 
12 
in adjusting to the situations which face her in life. 11 
11 It is clear that in professional education we must do more than 
acquaint the student -v1i th facts, principles and existing procedures; we 
must, in so far as possible, teach him to use fundamental principles in 
dealing with situations that are new to him ro'd also teach him how tq 
continue to learn throughout his life from his professional activity.u 
11 Tbe basic plan is to ma...lce the student do more of the 
work in the learning process and to have the teacher 
do less of his thinking for him, thus shifting the 
student's role in_ the direction from passive to active, 
on the principle that he learns from what he does, and 
only what he does. He learns to deal with ne~1 pro-
fessional situations only by actua:)..ly dealing ".rith pro-
fessional problems that are new to him and by dealing 
with th m in a professional manner. He is taught to 
learn from his later professional experience by actually 
learning from situations while he is still a student 
through the use of what are termed instances. 11 14 
Th problem-solving approach to nursing care seems to fulfill 
13 
the expectations of the aforementioned plan. 11 The nursing student is con-
stantly faced l'Tith problems which she must recognize, define and solve 
without outside aids. She must test her results, judge the validity of 
her conclusions and face the consequences of her actions. This requires 
an attitude of critical inquiry, wide interests, and an appreciation of 
social values, opportunities and responsibilities. If she is successfully 
to meet such situations in her professional life, the nursing s~udent must 
be given opportunities to solve problems in a scientific manner. 
12 Stewart, op cit. p.569. 
13 A Report of the Proceedings of the Inter-Professions Cqnference on Edu-
cation for Professional Responsibility. Education for Professional 
Responsibility. Pittsburgh: Carnegi Press, 194~. p.l36. 
14 Education for Professional Resnonsibility, op cit. p.l36-13?. 
11. 
Only in this way can she develop an attitude of intellectual honesty, 
courage, self-confidence and open-mindedness in the attack and solution of 
15 
her problems." 
In the field of pediatric nursing there are many problema which 
.face the student of nursing in just one day 1 a working period. One of the 
most challenging of these is the management and control of each individual 
child. Children, who are all still going through the process of learning 
to conform to the patterns of socially acceptable behavior 1 may be com-
pletely anti-social and non-conforming once they are admitted to the hos-
pital. "For those who work primarily with children 1 a bodies t he chief 
application of the 'whole child' doctrine would lie in the recognition by 
t hese workers that children have personalities as well as bodies. In 
working with children's physical health the worker should never forget 
16 
that mental hea l t h is of equal importance • 11 
Therefore it is of utmost importance that students of nursing 
recognize their great responsibility to the small patients entrusted to 
thei r care. "Doctors, nurses and dentists must of necessity be associated 
with pain and ter ror. It is imperative that t hese workers learn hovr to do 
what must be done in a manner that will minimize fear 1 distrust and 
antagonism and that will win fran children a maximum of cooperation and 
17 
trust toward adults in general and toward their professions in particular" 
15 Heidgerken, op cit. p.449. 
16 Breckenridge, Marian E. and Vincent, E. lee. Child Development, Second 
Edition. Philadel];ilia. and London: W.B. Saunders CCI1lpany1 1949. p.Jl. 
1? Ibid. p.J2. 
12. 
"Antagonism to\tard doctors, nurses or dentists may, :f'or exam:9le, 
be set up with the result . that the patient may thereafter avoid contacts 
with these professions or, if' later contact provee unaVoidable, may carry 
so uncoope+at ive an attitude that successful treatment is difficult or 
18 
impossible. 11 
The student of nursing will be exposed to all possible types and 
degrees of' behavior patterns during her pediatric experience. Only by 
attempting to understend the possible cause of' this behavior will she have 
patience and unders t anding of the child. 11 In dealing ~~th a refractory 
child, the nurse should think of him more as a child with a problem than 
as a problem child. An understanding of the child 's backg+ound and home 
situation '\'Till probably present the key to .proper handling. It is not the 
child 1 s fault if' he has been over-mothered, kept from develop ing self'-
dependence, coaxed and bribed into eating or given his O\'ID way \~Then he 
19 
has temper tantrums. 11 
11 In dealing \·lith sick children in a hospital, the nurse must 
know how well-adjusted, healthy children with normal intelligence behave 
in their homes. This kno'\'Tledge is necessary because the nurse must be able 
to judge ,.,hat part of' a sick child's behavior results :f'rom his illness, 
from emotional maladjustment or improper training received in his home, or 
from inferior ment al ity, and what P?Xt :f'rom t he ch ild's reaction to the 
20 
strange environment of' the hospita1. 11 It is hoped that the problem-
18 Ibid. p.31. 
19 Lyon, Robert A·• Kaltenbach, Winifred. Mitchell 1s Pediatrics and Pedi-
atric Nursing, Second Edition. Philadelphia and London: W.:B. Saunders 
Company, 19~~. pp.131-132. 
20 Ibid. ~ ~p.ll8-ll9. 
13. 
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solving approach wtll stimulate the student of nursing to find the answers 
to these q_uestiohs. 
Th opportunities in pediatrics are numerous for students of 
nursing to investigate problems, to attempt to solve them by the us of 
reflective thinking and to make use of a+l their creative abilities in try-
ing different approaches to the problems. This problem-solviP~ approach 
to nursing care should stimulate the students 1 j.nterest in her individual 
patients, make her more aware of the various stages of growth and develop-
ment, impress he~ with the influence of ehvironment and heredity on the 
individual child, and develop her understanding of child behavior• 
==~-==---
14. 
CHAPTER nr 
THE PIU>T STUDY 
Students Participating in the Study 
The three students participating in the study represented three 
jl general hospital schools of nursing. Students .l, B, and C had canpleted 
nineteen, twenty-one, and eighteen months respectively of their three-year 
nursing curriculum before entering the Boston Floating Hospital for their 
pediatric affiliation. This was the first a.t'filiation for all three 
students, and they bad canpleted four weeks of their experience at the 
time the study began. 
All students had canpleted their theoretical and practical 
II 
experience in medical and snrgical nursing. Student B was the only student 1 
I
I 
who had not had obstetrical nursing experience, either theory or practice. 
Only Student C had any :p11blic health, approximately six hours of theory 
and tour hours observation with a public health nurse on the Visiting 
Nurse's Association. 
The first month's pediatric experience for the three students 
had been with infants from birth to two years. They had had twenty-five 
hOill's of theory in pediatrics. The first two weeks included thirteen 
hours of nursing arts as applied to pediatrics, the second two weeks 
included tnlve hours of growth and developnent. .lt the time the study 
began, the students had not had any formal classes in the disease condi-
tions of infancy and childhood. 
During their tnlve-week affiliation period the students are 
required to attend a total of twenty-tour hours in clinical teaching. 
This clinical teaching is correlated with the classroom teaching. 
15. 
Since there are two groups of classes being _taught aimulta.neoualy, there 
are also two gronps of clinics being taught. Therefore, though these 
students bad not had any- formal claeses in the disease conditions, they 
could attend clinics of this sort which were being given for the advanced 
gronp. 
students .l, B, and C had fifteen and three-qnarters, fifteen and 
one-half, and thirteen and three-quarters hours respectively of clinic 
11 time in their first month's experience. Four, four and one-halt, and fonr 
hours respectively of' this total time was in attendance at clinic dis-
cussions of' nursing care of' patients with specific disease conditions. 
None of' these clinics for Students B and C were discussions of the parti-
cular disease conditions which their study patients had. student A had 
attended a thirty :minute clinic on the nursing care of' a patient with a 
' myelomeningocele. 
Preplanning .!:2t Study 
Conferences were held with the pediatric instructor and clinical 
instructor before the study began to discuss the purpose of and the pro-
cedure to be followed in carrying-out the study, and also to choose the 
tentative students who would participate. These students were chosen 
because they were assigned to the study area for a consecutive two-week 
1 period. They were then approached by the pediatric instructor to ascer-
tain their willingness to participate in the study. 
Individual conferences were then held with the head nurse, and 
assistant head nurse on the ward where the study was to take place. The 
purpose and method of' the study and the guide and work sheets were 
16. 
II 
expla:illed to them. Patients 118re discussed, and before t.he study began the 
patients, who were expected to be hospitalized tor at least two weeks, were 
chosen. Since the students did not arrive on the ward till the day the 
study began, it was not feasible to have them choose their own patients. 
The head nurse and assistant head nurse helped to choose patients whom 
they thought would not be too difficult for the students during this first 
experience. 
The head nurse then explained the study to her stat£ nurses when ' 
they arrived on duty, and to the night rm.rses. She also explained it to 
the other students assigned to the floor the morning the study began. 
At this time, the head nurse Dll9ntioned that the study students wouid 
appreciate help from the rest of the nursing statf' in regard to any obser-
vations made on the study patients, and that they were all to feel free 
to add their comments or notes to the student's observation sheets. 
Since each patient is assigned to one doctor during his entire 
period of hospitalization, these individual doctors were contacted. 
The study was explained to them and their cooperation was enlisted in 
regard to answering any questions the students might present to them 
during the course of the study. They all expressed a willingness to teach 
the students and share any knowledge that might benefit the students and 
· the patient. Similar contacts were made with the socia.lworker, dietitian, 
and psychologist. 
A conference was then arranged with the pediatric instructor, 
I 
the three students who had expressed willingness to participate, and the 
investigator. At this time the J:Ul'pose and method of the study was ex-
plained to and discussed with the students. They 118re oriented to the ~ 
17. 
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problem-solving method of approach to nursing care and were given the 
guide and work sheets to be used during the study. Since the study patient 
had been chosen at this time, the students each drew the name of the pa-
tient they would be assigned to during the study, and then _were given a 
brief resume of the patient's particular disease condition. Sine none 
of them were f~iliar with the pationts, this seemed to be the best way 
to assign them. 
None of the thr~e participating students had 9een exposed to 
this method of teaching before or to nursing care plans. 
The problem~solving guide and work sheets had originally been 
1 
adopted from a problem solving guide prepared by Eowen. After a trial 
period of use during a pilot st1,ldy to test this method of teaching, the 
2 
guide had been rev~sed by Greep. It was this revised guide which was 
used in this study. 
General ~ 
Thes students were assigned to their study patient, and when 
possible to other patients within the same area. Since Student A has 
four different study patients, and Student C had three different study 
pati~hts, their other patient assignment was not always \17i thin the senie 
area. The pa~ient assignment during the study period ranged from one to 
five patients, but averaged two and one-half patients, which included the 
1 Eowen, E.P. U~published material. 
2 Greep, Norma G. "A Pilot Study of a Problem-Solving Method of Teaching." 
Unpublished Thesis, Eoston University School of Nursing. August 1953· 
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study patient. Occasionally the students were assigned two to three extra 
patients as an additional assignment when they relieved another nurse. 
The students worked forty-four hours and had one day off a week, 
which was given at a time most convenient for the total ward situation. 
They had six hours of formal class the first week of the study and four 
hours the second week. Their time on duty was very irregular 11 sometimes 
being continuous and other times broken and covering any period of time 
from seven in the morning to seven in the evening. Student J. was assigned 
to the three to eleven p.m. shift twice during the two-week study period. 
The students had equal responsibility tor all patients in their 
assignment and cared for them according to their individual needs. When 
their patient assignment was completed their second responsibility was for 
their special assignment. After these assignments were completed the 
students were permitted to attend clinics whenever the ward situation 
permitted. Sane of the clinics were compulsory, but otherwise attendance 
at clinics was optional. The only stipulation made was that the students 
attend a total of twenty-tour hours of clinics during their twelve-weeks ' 
experience . 
After the students 1 assignments were completed they usually 
spent their free time reading stories and playing games with the children 
who bad to remain in bed or on the ward. When there were enough students 
available to pl.ay with the children, the students participating in the 
study read histories, wrote their observation sheets and worked on their 
nursing care plans. Whenever possiba they spent extra time talking to, 
observing and playing with their study patient. 
students "Were given permission to use their fl'ee time pursuing 
the work of the study, i.e., library work, conferring with resource 
personnel, and observing their patient in the pla.YToom. They all seemed 
quite hesitant to approach the Val'ious personnel. Towards the end of the 
second week period, two of the students consulted the doctors to find 
more :lnformation about their patients 1 physical condition. These same 
students had asked questions of the nursing staff fairly freely during 
the study period, but the third student did not confer with any of the 
personnel regarding her patient except for one contact with the doctor, 
and daily contacts with the investigator. 
The investigator was available for guidance most of the time 
the students were on duty during the study period. At othet timell, since 
the students worked odd hours, the head nurse and assistant head nurse 
volunteered to assume responsibility for guiding them in the study. 
The investigator conferred with each student on duty every day 
except Saturday and Sunday to determine the presence of any problems in 
relation to the study sheets or the patients. The student who had not 
consulted the resource personnel seemed relnctant to talk with the investi-
gator at the beginning of the study 1 but after three to four days she 
began to approach her with more ease, and to discuss her patients and the 
various things she had found out about her study patient and the disease 
condition. The other two students, though also unsure at first, seemed 
to adjust to the entire project much more readily. 
In addition to these individual daily contacts, a group confer-
ence 11as held. at the end of the first Y~eek. Those present included the 
three students, the pediatric instructor, and the investigator. 
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The students did not respond much at the beginning ot the conference, but 
toward the end of the period they became more relaxed and asked questions 
regarding the problems that had confronted them in regard to the various 
work sheets and procedures to be followed, and about their individual 
1 patients. 
The dailJr observation sheets were kept on the front of each 
patient's chart and some of the other nursing students made notations on 
them, particularly when the study student was on her day off. 
Individual conferences were held at the end of the study period 
to evaluate the method of approach and to obtain the student's suggestions 
regarding revision of the guide and work sheets. 
AI! Analysis ~ 2 Problem-solving Guide ~ ~ Sheets 
Questions asked by the students indicated that they had great 
difficulty try:Ulg to decide which categories were best suited for their 
observations on the observation sheets. They tended to include emotional 
findings under both the "General Canfort and Well Being" column and also 
under the "Dnotional Factors" column. Social and emotional factors were 
also contused on this sheet. 
The students seemed to do well stating the problems as specific 
problems of an individ.ual patient but there was a tendency to put material 
in this area which belonged in the "Collection of the Data" column. 
Under "Collection of Data" they tended to neglect including the research 
material they had found on the disease condition. 
There was quite a bit of confusion in the development of the 
nursing care plan. Student A seemed to recognize the patient's problems 
-= 
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very well but added too much collected data on the nursing care plan. 
Her approaches to the problems were briefly and well stated. Student B 
took each order that held nursing implications and wrote the problem 
involved lfith each order and what was done about each problem. The idea 
of the problem-solving 8eemed to be demonstrated in this method but there 
is some question as to the usefulness of such a long method. student C 
gave evidence of the best understanding of the problem-solving approach 
in her nursing care plan, though her observation sheets and written work 
were very brief, and not too informative. The fact that her patient was 
ambulatory and in the playroom moat of the time may have been a factor 
in this. 
All students stated that it was definitely necessary to have a 
guide sheet for the use of this approach. They stated they did not know 
'What to look for and could not have done it without a guide. 
All students gave evidence of having difficulty organizing and 
outlining their work, recording their observations, and expressing their 
opinions in the written form. Conversations with the students indicated 
that they were aware of a great deal more than was evidenced by the can-
piled written reports. Apparently they did not feel guided or stimulated 
to put this information in the final reports. 
Description £l Setting ~ Study 
An ori entation to the ward on which the study took place will 
aid in understanding some of the discussion of the study. 
Physical arrangemen~. The third floor of the Boston Floating Hospital, 
which is the pediatric portion of the New England Medical Center, is 
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resezved for the care of children of both sexes bet11een the ages of two to 1 
fifteen years. The ward consists · of four multiple bed units and two 
private rooms. The total bed capacity is nineteen beds. There is no 
segregation of children by sex or disease condition 1 though an attempt is 
made to place children in the warda according to age groups. 
Assignment to the wa~. Students are usually assigned to the ward for a 
period of twenty-one days which may be consecutive or broken for experi-
ence in the admission room or playroom. During their assignment to the 
ward the students 1 time is arranged to suit the needs of the 1mrd. 
Students 1 hours may be consecutive or split. They work forty-four hours 
a week which is distributed throughout a six day period. The hours of 
work range from three to nine hours a day. 
Staffing. The entire staff for the ward included a head nurse, assistant 
• 
head nurse, two graduate staff nurses, sixteen to twenty affiliating 
students of nursing, and two attendants. Dufing the two-week study period 
the hours ·of. nursing care per day varied from 6.3 ito 10.3, but the average 
was 8.1 hours per day. One day during the study the nursing care hours 
II were recorded as 22.3 when the census us only four. Since this was ver:r 
unusual, this was not included when determining the dai~ average during 
the study period. '!'he census ranged from four to seventeen patients with 
the average of 10.6 patients daily during the two-week study period. 
Provision for continuity of ca!!• Patient assignment is done by the case 
method, and is usually made for appraximatel:r a five-day period, when 
possible, to allow for continuity of care for the patient and ease of 
adjustment for the student. The study patients were assigned to the 
students for their entire period of hospitalization during the study 
II 
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period. The other assignment for these three students changed as the 
patients changed. Besides the patient assignment, which varied with the 
census, the students were sometimes given a special assignment which 
included such items as, cleaning the medicine closet, etc. 
A complete ward report was given at seven in the morning, seven 
in the evening, and eleven at night for all on duty. This report is 
repeated for every nurse 'Who comes on duty at any hour throughout the day. 
This general report on all the patients is followed b,y a more detailed 
report to the nurse about her particular patients, from the individual 
student she was relieving. Special instructions for care were written 
on the Kardex. 
Plattoom facill.tiejl. The psychiatric service of the Boston Floating 
HospitAl provides a playroom for the ambulant child as one of its services. 
They also make bi-daily rounds of the wards to supply play materials to 
the bed patients. Patients Who are given playroom privileges by the 
doctor, usually spend most of' the morning and part or every afternoon in 
the playroom, which means they are absent fran the ward during this time 
since the playroom is on the fourth floor, away from the wards. 
AvailAbility of :Medical Personne}.. Medical and surgical residents are 
responsible to the Chief of each service f'or the supervision of' the 
patients. Ccmpl.ete patient rounds by the entire staff are made by each 
service daily. At all other times the needs of the patients control the 
frequency rlth which the residents visited the wards. Though it was usu-
all1 possible for the students to see the doctors at some time, they were 
not always on duty when the doctors Yrere available. The charts contained 
complete medical histories, and brief progress notes written by the 
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doctor, but practically no social history, except in a few rare instances. 
Therefore the students had to obtain any information of this sort from the 
patients themselves or their families. Social workers and the dietitian 
11ere only on the wards aa called, but cou.ld be seen by appointment when-
ever necessary. The psychiatrist and psychologist usually made patient 
rou.nds at least once daily and 11ere willing to answer questions and offer 
help with any problems on the ward or with the patients. 
Visiting hours_. Visiting hou.rs were fran two to three every afternoon for 
all parents, and fran six-thirty to seven in the evening for parents with 
special permission. Since many of the student 1 s classes wre scheduled 
tram two to four in the afternoon, and since the students were usuan,-
busy at six-thirty to seven trying to prepare the patient• and the ward 
for the students working the relief shift, they did not have much oppor-
tunity to talk with parents, particularly since all the parents did not 
come every day. 
Choosing the study Patients 
The three study patients were chosen fou.r days before the study 
began. Patient #1 had hypospadias and was undergoing the various stages 
of reconstructive surgery; patient #2 had rheumatic fever; and patient #3 
had Legg Perthe 1s disease and was awaiting transfer to a convalescent home. 
These patients were chosen because they were in wards with other patients 1 
and did not seem to present emotional or !ilysical problems which would be 
too over-whelming for the students participating in this method for the 
first time. These patients were also expected to be hospitalized about 
ten days to two weeks longer. )(oat of the · other patients were short tenn 
= 
patients or presented more complicated physical or emotional problems. 
Patient #1, with hypospadias, who was assigned to Student A., was 
discharged three days before the study began. The doctors had decided to 
send him home while his operative wound healed, before they attempted the 
third stage of repair. The second patient chosen for student A on the day 
the study began had been admitted the day before and had a possible diag-
nosis of Hirschsprung' s disease. He had been admitted for diagnostic 
studies 1 and treatment if necessary. Since these results were negative 1 
he was discharged the second day o:r the study. The third patient chosen, 
in his second day of hospitalization, had the following possible diagnoses : 
?Friedreich's ataxia, ~ltiple sclerosis, ?generalized demyelinating 
precess, and ?Schilder's disease. His neurological findings by consulta-
tion -were all negative and he was discharged three days later 1 the sixth 
day o:f the study period. On the seventh day of the study, the student 
chose her :fourth patient, the patient who had a neurogenic bladder from 
post-operative excision of the ~laneningocele. This patient had a com-
plicated medical history and had previously been by-passed because of it. 
Since there were only five patients on the ward, there was no other choice. 
Student A followed this patient till the end of the study period, since 
he was still hospitalized at this time. 
Patient #2, with rheumatic fever, was assigned to Student B and 
remained in the hospital till the eighth day of the study. At this time 
she was discharged and Student B1a study work was completed. 
Patient #3, with !egg Perthe 1:s disease, was assigned to Student 
C. His transfer to the convalescent home was expected to take anywhere 
from one to two weeks time, but in the meantime his relatives requested 
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that he be transferred to another cozwalescent home nearer their home. 
Since there were immediate facilities available the patient was trans-
ferred the second day of the study. Uter consulting with the doctor and 
assistant head nurse again, a patient with rheumatic fever was chosen as 
Student C • a second patient. This patient waa presently undergoing diag-
nostic studies to confirm the diagnosil! and degree of heart involvement, 
if any. The results of these studies indicated that the patient •a condi-
tion did not require hospitalization and that he could be cared for at 
home. Therefore, he was discharged the next day, the third day of the 
study. 
Once again the low census limited the choice of patients. The 
patient in the private room was chosen. He had had a craniotomy for sub-
dural hematana ten days previously. He had also been by-passed in the 
beginning because he was in a private room, but he was expected to be 
moved into the ward within two days time. This patient was cared for by 
student C for six days until he was discharged on the twelfth day of the 
&tudy. 
A Description 2! ~ Patients 
Peter. Peter 1 an eleven year old boy, 11as an only child. He lived lfi.th 
his parents and tlfO cousins. He was in the fourth grade of a local public 
school and seemed to be quite well adjusted despite his very obvious 
physical handicap. 
Peter was born with a. spina bi!ida and myelcmeningocele. £t the 
age of five months this was excised and Peter was left with lumbar flaccid 
paralysis of t.he bladder and colon, and paralysis of both legs below the 
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knees. Bilateral dislocated hips were noted at the age of four years • 
.A.t .t'ive years of age he began to "Dlk with braces and crutches. This 
same year he was operated upon for ruptured appendix. When he was seven 
years old 1 he had surgery to lengthen the Achilles tendons, and at the age 
of eight years he had an operation on his right dislocated hip, which 
slipped ou.t soon after removal of the cast.. He has had six hospital 
admissions within the past three years for the purpose of various studies 
in an attempt to establish methods of bladder control. The last four of 
these admissions were at the Boston Floating Hospital. His present ad-
mission was for the beginning of reconstructive experimental surgery in 
an attempt to develop a means of mechanical control of the bladder. 
This is the first time this particular procedure was attempted and there-
fore the exact details were not too clear 1 and the probable outcome was 
g11arded. Peter and his parents realizod that this was research surgery 
and might not be successful, but Peter, who was fully aware of this, 
agreed to take the chance since he had nothing to lose and might possibly 
gain a great deal. The final decision was left to Peter. Peter had no 
sensation in his bowels, but has been regulated by enemas, and was seldom 
incontinent. 
Peter was quite dependent upon his mother in many wa,-s because 
she had given him a great deal of attention. She even fed him when she 
was visiting him during mealtime. Nevertheless, llhen she was not present, 
Peter managed to do things for himself very well, but it was quite evident 
that he liked to have someone with him a great de~l of the time. .At the 
time the study began, Peter had had the first stage of this reconstr~ctive 
surgery and was on penile and suprapubic drain8ge by catheters. 
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i2!!!· Joan was an eight and one-halt year old girl who was in the third 
grade of •chool. Her tami~ con1isted of her mother, father, older sister, 
and younger sister and brother. 
This was her fir1t hospital admission. She was described as 
being very nervous and extnmely afraid of needles. She was also quoted as 
being a finicky eater, eating saue foods well but most foods poorly. 
Her present illness began seventeen days prior to admission. 
She did not look well and had the following symptoma: pain in her groin, 
temperature of 102 degrees, pain and swelling in her ankles with migrating 
pains in all of her joints, and a slight sore throat. She was seen by her 
physician who upoh examination believed that she had rheumatic fever. 
Sb.e was placed on bed rest and given penicillin and aspirin. The joint 
man.ite1tations subsided ll'ithin four to five days but apparently the heart 
findings per•isted. Eleven days prior to admission her mother was advised 
to bring her to the hospital tor consultation, which she did • .lt this time, 
atter a sedimentation rate and physical examination were done 1 the diagno-
sis of rhe'!.DDatic fever was confirmed. Hospitalization was advised 1 but the 
child • s mother could not accept. this decision and felt that she must have 
time to think it over. She returned home with Joan, who remained in bed 
during the interval. Ten days later Joan was brought to the hospital tor 
admission. 
The admission notes eight days before the study began, both 
doctors and nurses notes, record that the child was nerrous and apprehensive. 
The guidance sheet carried the notation that the child had a "needle 
phobia". 
The doctors notes prior to the study included the following 
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obsert"ations: l s t day ... "Apprehensi ve ! !11 2nd day- "Still Apprehensive." 
- -3rd day- "More irritable. Comfortable. Needle phobia." ~ day- "Child 
doing well but anxious to go hO\J,e as she fears needles." 
The nurses 1 notes prior to the study contained the following 
observations o.f behavior: .!§1 day- "Appeared very nervous during examin.a-
tion. Quiet - looking out o:f window. Seemed shy but good." ~ day-
"Appears shy but cooperative. Lab work done - very uncooperative while 
work was being done. Crying to go hcQ.e. Seemed very depressed. Visited 
by mother. Visi ted by doctor. Child crying uncontrollably'. n 3rd day-
" Acts very unhappy. Talks very little. Wants to get up. Dif'.ficulty 
-
Bll'&llowing pills. Very apprehensive of treatments or approaches. Whining 
for parents. Very apprehensive when approached." 4th day- "Medication 
taken with great :persuasion. Was very quiet and didn't want to coo:perate. 
Playing with toys and contented at present. Takes medications very poorly 
and takes a lot of' urging and firmness. Seems very withdrawn llhen awake •" 
-
5th day- "Painting. Slightly depressed but not as bad as usual." 6th day-
•Playing in bed. Crying. Wants to go hane.. Sitting quietl.;r in bed. 
Reading. Seems in better humor.n ~day- "Coughed aeveral tilDes while 
taking medications. Playing in bed. Appears apprehensive due to being 
tolrl she will have the needle this week. n 
This was the behavior ~ttern of' Joan when the study began. 
Her specific treatment at the time the study began consisted of bed rest 6 
.A.CTH (101f sodium) diet, cortisone, potaasiUDL chloride, aureanycin. 
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~· John was a seven year old boy in the second grade of school. He 
hfd two sisters and one brother, in addition to his parents. His brother 
has had cerebral palsy since birth. 
J olm had a history of severe headaches during the past year, 
occurring at least once a week and persisting twelve to twenty-four hours, 
with little relief from salicylates. His medical history relates tour 
incidents of cranial trauma w1 thin the last three years. 
!!2 :rears ago- he tell down concrete steps suffering blows to 
the occirut with lacerations and deep abrasion of the scalp. He was drowsy 
thereafter but had no other apparent sequelae. 
~ I!!£ ago- he .tell seven .teet suffering multiple contusions, 
lacerations, and abrasions about the .t'ace and scalp. Again no coma. 
Again ;followed by drawainess .for several hours. 
Qa! I!!!: ago- he was atruck over the head by playmate with a 
glass bottle sufficiently hard to break the bottle and imbed pieces of 
glass in the scalp. Again followed by drowsiness for several hours. 
Three days ago- he was kicked over the right eye - some local 
pelling. Again slightly drowsy but then recovered. T1ro daya before 
admission he awoke in the morning complaining of an excruciating headache 
and therea.tter returned to sleep for several hours. That a.t'ternoon his 
mother entered his room to find him canatose with his head hanging over 
the bed. His face was flushed and he was noted not to be breathing. 
(Flushing of the .t'ace and dizziness had always been associated with 
previous headaches). Simultaneously, he was noted to have clonic movements 
ot the right arm only, which persisted approximately fifteen minutes. 
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During this time he turned cyanotic. After the seizure he was somewhat 
disoriented and could not speak. Paralysis of the right arm was noted and 
persisted for approximately one hour when he again feU .sound asleep. On 
awakening he was re-examined by the referring phyaieian and at that time 
physical findings were nil. 
The past ff!IW months he baa done poorly at •chool, has become 
quite forgetful, particularly on the daY'S following the headaches. He has 
been "jumpy" and has developed a "nervous habit" of rubbing hb nose and 
face. 
After admission to the hospital an electroencephalogram Rs done. 
Thia, plus neurological examination indicated there was a pathological 
lesion about the left central area. The neurologist found definite weak-
ness in the right arm. Skull plates and carotid arteriography supported 
this evidence of lesion. Therefore, craniotomy was done on the nin:th' day. . 
of hospitalization and a hematoma was removed. John's post-operative 
period of recovery was satisfactory. He was kept flat in bed for forty-
eight hours and then placed in trendelenberg position. He was placed in 
oxygen L~ediately after surgery and remained for approximately three days. 
Antibiotics, dilantin and aspirin were the post-operative medications 
ordered. He remained in trendelenberg position approximately six da.jrs in 
an attempt to force the contents of the skull into the a~ce left by ex-
c18ion of the hematoma and in thia way to prevent spinal fluid from oozing 
into the cavity and causing increased intracranial edema. .After this six 
day period , John 1s bed was leveled and he was given permis a ion to sit up 
aa much as he des :tred. Whcm the study began John had had his bed flat for 
one day and was very apprehensive about moving and tUining very Jruch. 
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Activities of the Students 
Student A 
Student A was aware that Peter required good nursing care to 
prevent development of decubitus ulcers and to maintain correct bo~ 
alignment. He was on his abdomen on a Bradford frame constantly except 
for one or two periods daily when he was placed on his back on a strethher 
for a change of position and to have skin care. 
Peter was on penile and suprapubic catheter drainage, and Student 
A realized that aseptic technique was importru1t to prevent further urinary 
infection. Peter had already shown evidence of slight infection and was 
receiving Gantrisin in an effort to combat it. 
Student A became interested in Peter 1 s long medical history and 
in the research being done on him. Since she knww nothing about Peter's 
condition she spent time reading his charts and past records in order to 
see what had been done for him and what was expected in the future. She 
could find very little about treatment of this disease condition in the 
literature, and since her curiosity was aroused in reg~d to his expected 
surgical procedure, she consulted the resident on the case for more infor-
mation about it. He gave her a brief idea of what was to be done but said, 
since it was research, no one could predict what the outcome might be. 
After reading the history Student A realized that Peter had had 
foot drop for some time. She also lcnew that by preventing any further 
pressure on his toes while he was lying prone, she would help prevent it 
from becoming worse. His frame was not high enough from the bed to keep 
his toes whtirely free of the bed, therefore, she put a roll under the 
frame beneath Peter's ankles. This accomplished the intended purpose of 
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keeping his feet entirely free of the mattress. Thereafter this roll wa s 
kept in place whenever the bed and frame covers were changed. 
Since Peter's mother had special permission to visit him at a~ 
time, it was ver.y convenient for Student A to talk with her frequently and 
also obs erve her with Peter. She noticed tha t Peter was very fond of his 
parents and anticipated his mother's arrival every morning. She was q_uite 
surprised to see his mother feeding him at mealtime, but in one instance, 
when another nurse co~~ented that she thought Peter would rather feed him-
self since he was such a big boy, his mother answered that she didn't mind 
and that she enjoyed doing things for Peter. 
Student A recognized th~ fact that Peter could and did do things 
for himself when his mother was not pres ent. Altho~l he liked to have 
people around him most of the time, when the nurse explained that she had 
something else to do he did not try to detain her. Thelonger Student A 
cared for Peter and the more she was able to observe him with his mother, 
the more she realized that he was not as dependent upon her as he first 
seemed to be. She decided that he was used to having someone around all 
the time and probably felt lonely when he was left alone for any period 
of time. 
St~dent A became interested in Peter 1s social life because he 
frequently talked about pl~ing baseball and other sports. After talking 
with his mother, Student A discovered that he was very active in spite of 
his braces and crutches. He participated, to some degree, in all a.ctivi-
ties with his playmates. His mother said that his classmates had accepted 
him very well and "'ere marvelous with hil!). She also said that they were 
thinking of changing schools now because Peter had to stay back this year 
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due to so much hosp italization, and he would feel too badly about leaving 
his present classmates. His parents thought it would be easier for him to 
adjust to another school than to stay in the same school and not be able 
to be with his friends. 
Student A noticed by observing Peter that he twisted his bo~ 
to the left for all his activities. Realizing that he could devel op a 
~ctional scoliosis as ~ result of this constant twisting, she encouraged 
him to keep some of his materials on the right side of his bed so he would 
alternate his position. 
Peter seldom ate very much breakfast. Student A wondered about 
this and investigat~d to find possible reasons for this lack of appetite. 
After talking 1ori th Peter and his mother she found out that he never ate 
much for breakfast at home, and in fact, neither his father nor mother were 
accustomed to eating much breakfast. Since Peter appeared to be ver.1 well 
nourished, and ate his other meals very well, Student A did not t h ink it 
would be wise to try to interfere with this well-established family habit. 
Though there was no noticeable change in Peter's physical condi-
tion or emotional behavior during the stu~, Student A found that she 
became very interested in Peter and his family. She said she realized 
that although a child was seriously handicapped, with the help of thought-
ful parents he could live a relatively normal life. She also realized 
ho,., good nursing care could prevent more serious handicaps in an already 
handicapped child. She also became quite interested in the experimental 
operation. 
Peter and his mother had apparently appreciated Student A's int-
erest in him, for \'Then he was discharged a few days after the study ended, 
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his mother i nvited Student A to visit Peter in his home • . 
Student Ji 
Student B discoyered one of t he main problems "'i th Joan during 
her fi r st morni ng of care. She recognized tha t Joan was very withdrawn 
and describ ed her as being 11 drawn into a shell11 • She spoke only i'Then 
spoken t o and appeared very apprehensive and su spicious of any approach 
by t he medical or nurs ing staff. She talked constantly about going hom • 
Stud nt B r eal ized t hat in order for Jo~:>...n to learn to unders t and 
and accept h r r heUI!l tic f ver and its restrict i ons, she must fir s t d -
v lop confidence in t h hospita l personnel. She r easoned that her lack of 
a s ense of secur i t y mi ght b e caused by s epar ation from her f amil y. She 
s eemed v ery close to h~r parents and brothers and sisters and seemed to 
mis s them a gr eat dea~ . Upon r eading her hist o~J , Student B di scovered that 
t he gui dance sheet and doctor's notes stat ed t hat Joan had a 11 needl phobia". 
Thi s helped St udent B to u:p.der s ta.lld why Joan \'la s const antly a sk i ng wh n sh 
\-.ra.s going t o have a needl e. 
Student B also not ~d t hat Joau 1s mother had been very r~luct ant 
to bring her i nto t he hospital. She thought that the f ear of hospitaliza-
tion by Joan 's mother had probab l y been transfe rred to Joan and , f or t his 
r eason , t h ough she i'las in her eight h dey- of hospitalization 11hen the s t udy 
began , she vras still very a.pprehensiv • 
Student B could fin~ nothing on t he history that gav any sp cific 
cause for t he 11 needle phobia". Whe n Joan's mother brought her i n f or t he 
consultat ion, blood ' 'ras dr a'\'m f or a s edimentat i on rate, ,.,hich may have 
been t he begi nning of t he 11 needle phobia11 • The doct or cari ng for Joan 
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mentioned during one of his rounds, that Joan1 s mother had told her at 
home, that if she came to the hospital she would not have to have ~ 
needles. A sedimentation rate was ordered on the day of admission and the 
doctor stated the child was practically uncontrollable. During visiting 
hours after Joan had had the needle, her mother told her that she wouldn 1 t 
have to have any more needles. The doctor overheard the mother making this 
statement and told both Joan and her mother that she would have to have 
another needle to check her progress. 
Whenever anyone approached Joan she was very apprehensive for 
fear they would give her a needle. There were periods \'then she would talk 
constantly about getting needles. Student B realized that by allowing 
her to talk about this fear, she would be able to dispel some of the false 
notions Joan had acquired about needles. Joan seemed to thirik that the 
laboratory technicians were quite anxious to take blood from her. When 
they came to do blood work on any of the other children in the ward with 
Joan, she became very upset although she was told that the doctor had to 
sign a slip and order blood before they could take it. Joan immediately 
suggested that someone else in the laboratory might sign if they wanted to 
take it from her. When the laboratory technicians left the ward without 
approaching her, Joan seemed quite relieved. 
The second day during the stu~ period Joan had blood drawn for 
a sedimentation rate. She cried hysterically and struggled quite a bit. 
The doctor was able to find the vein very quickly so there was a minimum of 
pain associated with the procedure. 
Student B realized that it was very important for Joan to learn 
to trust adults in general and the hospital personnel in particular. 
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The only way Joan would develop confidence and trust in the hospital per-
sonnel was to realize that they were trying to help her and were interested 
in helping her enjoy her period of hospitalization. In order to break 
down this barrier Joan had against the hospital personnel, Student B spent 
a great deal of time reading to her and talking and playing games with her. 
Another problem that Student B encountered with Joan was her 
inability to accept her bed rest restriction. Joan felt well since corti-
sone therap,y had been started and she could not understand why she had to 
stay in bed when she felt well. Student B explained to her that though 
the medication made her feel well, she was not well enough to get up. 
When the doctor visited on his daily rounds on the third day, Student B 
told him about this problem she was having with the patient. The doctor 
tried to explain to Joan that she had a 11 sick heart" and also something 
about her disease. Joan told the nurse that she understood what the doctor 
said and why she had to stay in bed, but there continued to be discussions 
during t h e next five days of the study about Joan wanting to get out of 
bed. Since Joan was only eight and one-half years old, Student B seemed 
to realize that she really could not understand too well and ha.d difficulty 
accepting t h1s lont; term restriction as she began to feel increasingly 
better. 
Student B•s efforts to become friendly with Joan were re\~Tarded 
by a slow change in her attitude. She began to talk more freely with the 
other children in the ward and play with ambulatory patients "tlho approached 
her bed. She smiled more often and even spoke voluntarily to the nurses 
\>lith \'thorn she was most familiar. She still talked constantly about going 
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home and about getting another needle. Ho'\'rever, she did not seem quite as 
apprehensive about this impending needle because the doctor had told her 
that he thought she might be able to go home a few d~s after the needle. 
When the time came to have this blood test, Joan became apprehensive and 
started to whimper. Nevertheless, she cooperated ver,y well and did not 
struggle against the doctor. Though she favored her arm a short while 
afterwards, she soon forgot about it and became absorbed in television. 
Joan's histor.y also gave information that she was a poor eater. 
Though she was on a special diet because of the cortisone treatment, she 
ate quite well during her period of hospitalization. However, she did 
not like milk and usually would not touch it. At different times Student 
B, with permission from the head nurse, substituted ice cream for the 
milk, which Joan ate quite readily. 
The nursing care plan for Joan emphasized her phobia and resist-
ance to bed rest. Joan had also disliked taking pills during her hospi-
talization. Though she took them a little better as the number were de-
creased, she was still quite slow about it till the day of discharge. 
Student B anticipated difficulty after discharge both in regard to the 
pills and bed rest, since she noticed that Joan 1s parents frequently gave 
in to her wishes even though it was not for Joan1 s ultimate good. Joan 
had told Student B that her mother had allowed her to get up vefore she 
came to the hospital, when she was supposed to be on bed rest. 
Student Q. 
When Student C was a.ssigned to John, he had passed the critical 
post-operative period following a craniotomy for subdural hematoma and he 
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\'ras beginning the period of convalescence. She recognized three problems 
in caring for him: (1) h~ \·ras afraid to . move about in bed for fear h 
' ''ould loosen his d.ressiP..g, bang his head, or harm thCJ stitches; (2) his 
appetite seemed poor; and _ (3) he 1>1as veT"IJ resistant to having hyp odermic 
i n j e ctions of antibiotics. 
Stud.~nt C recognized that age \'ras an important facto:r in all 
th se problems. His hesitancy to move was also caused by fear. She 
realized that John needed reassurance and explained that his dressing and 
stitches \'Tere quite secure and would not be loosened by his moving about 
in bed. She then helped him turn from sid to side _and to sit up. After 
a while, with constant encouragement from Student C, John began to move by 
himself. He realized after a few trials that he did not have to fear 
loosening his dressing and stitches ro1d he gradually bec~e quite active, 
so that t\'ro days later he was permitted to get out of bed. His ne\'rly a c7 
quired confidenc helped him to ace pt this increa~ed activity very vrell. 
The follO\<Tii1..g day he was given playroom privileges . 
John had had headaches ever since the operation. This was an 
exp cted. outcome and though they decreas d slowly in severity and frequen-
cy, they would a.t times caus him to b com sedentary in his activities. 
The doctors told Student C that it was hard to say just how long they 
\'lould continue, p ossibly for a few weeks to a month. 
When Student C realized that John was eating poorly, she asked 
him why. JolL11 satd he didn't feel well and besides the food uasn 1t like 
his mother cooked. Student C r ecognized that his physical condition would 
affect his appetite and bec~se he was so young, he had difficulty adjust-
ing to the food differences. She observed him for the next fe'!Jl days and 
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noticed that as he bacame more active, his appetite also improved. Student 
C thought John had given adequate reasons for not eating and had also re-
alized that if she forced him she might create a more serious problem 
since this was one recognized cause of feeding problems. 
Student C accepted his fear of needles as perfectly normel for 
a seven year old boy. Therefore she tried to reassure him that she knew 
how to give needles, tried to explain simply wby he needed them and that 
the doctor had ordered them. She also had an older boy who had received 
needles from her, attest to the fact that she kne\or how to give them. 
Although John "'as still tense whenever he received a needle, he offered 
much less resistance. 
Student C included these problems and her approach to them on 
her nursing care plan. On the third day of the study John was given play-
room privileges and then three days later he \'las discharged. He "'as away 
from the ward a great deal of the time once he received playroom privi-
leges, so Student C did not have too much opportunity to observe him with 
the other children. 
Though she did not have opportunity to see John 1 s mother during 
the study, Student C realized by talking with John that he was very much 
attached to his mother. He always spoke of her as being 11beautiful11 and 
looked forward to her visits. Student C noticed that John also had a 
strong belief in God for a se~en year old child. If the other chi ldren 
were misbehaving, he would admonish them and tell them God would punish 
them if th~ did not do what they were told. 
The week after the study ended, John was re-admitted to the 
hospital 'ITith complaints of headaches. Student C was assigned to the 
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edmission room that week and made a point to consult the nurses on the ward 
to find out what was to be done for him. Ventricular taps were done with 
negative results. Therefore, it was decided to discharge John and have him 
return for a check-up in a couple of weeks unless he developed more symp-
toms. 
An An§lysis of the Guidance Needed 
By Each Student 
The guidance needed by each student varied because of the differ-
ences in personality and backgrounds of the students and in the types of 
patients to whom they were assigned. 
Student A· 
Student A required help in defining Peter 1s specific problems. 
She was able to state the obvious physical problems but needed assistance 
in recognizing the emotional aspects. Her \~itten observations tended to 
be quite brief at first, but as she became more aware of the various fac-
tors in nursiD€ care, she was able to make and record better observations. 
Student A had four different patients before the study ended and by the 
time she was essigned to Peter, she said she had lost interest in the 
study, but after working wi th Peter for a day or two, she became interested 
again. She required additional assistance and encouragement in order to 
maintain her interest in the study and her study patient. She took the 
initiative the last week of the study to approach the doctor caring for 
Peter and questi oned him in regard to Peter's surgery. 
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Student ~. 
Student B seemed somewhat overwhelmed at the beginning of her 
assignment to this ward. One of the :patients in her assignment was an 
eleven yea.r old girl who "'as a behavior :problem and was very difficult to 
control. Student B became discouraged quite easily when she couldn't 
control her. With frequent conferences and suggestions from the investi-
' gator, the student gradually began to accept this child 1 s behavior without 
becoming q:ui te as disturbed. She had taken this child 1 s remarks :personally 
in the beginning but when she noticed that similar remarks were also di-
rected at other members of the staff, me.dical and nursing, she seemed to 
feel more comfortable about it and appeared more relaxed in her :patient 
care. 
Student B recognized the :problems her :patient :presented, but 
needed help stating them and trying to find approaches to them. She 
seemed quite slow beginning to seek data about her patient and her prob-
lems. By presenting :problem questions to her the investigator noticed 
that she seemed stimulated to find the answers, primarily by library re-
search, though she could have found some of them much easier by consulting 
the resource personnel. Only once during her study time did she approach 
the doctor, and at no time did she ask questions of other :personnel on 
the ward. Though she was on duty a few times when Joan1 s fat~er was visit-
ing, she made no attempt to talk with him. 
Student .Q.. 
Student C seemed to adjust to the entire study approach quite 
easily. Though she had three different patients, she did not seem to 
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become discouraged. She noted and stated her problems well and also her 
approaches to them. Her evaluation of the study was stated as facts she 
had learned '\'i thout any explanation to them. Though they were specific 
facts associated with the care of her patient, she did not state them as 
being relat ed to this individual patient. 
Specific Activities and Recordings 
The investigator and students involved in the study recorded the 
time they spent in the various activities. Each student carried a pocket 
size notebook with the following chart on each page; 
1 Caring 1 Caring 
for for 
1 study 1 other 
Date 1 pt. pts 
Conferences 
i'lith whom? Ho'\" long? 
Libr. 
study 
Wri-
ting 
Visiting 
Comm 
agencies 
The investigator recorded her time in diary form under the 
following ca tegories: 
1. Conferences with students. 
2. Conferences with medical personnel. 
3· Library study. 
4. Interviewing patient and family. 
5· Caring for patients. 
6. Morning report. 
7· Clerical work of study. 
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Considerable part of the investigator's time was spent in con-
ferences with various personnel for the purpose of choosing patients for 
the stu~ and in helping guide the students in the adjustment to the 
changing patients. 
The investigator recorded daily observations of the students and 
patients, particularly any significant events. 
The conference at the end of the first \'leek was to help identify 
problems that students were having in the use of the guide. Records of 
this and all conferences \'lere recorded. 
During the stu~ the head nurse and assistant head nurse were 
asked for any suggestions or evaluations they might have in regard~ to 
the stu~. At the end of the stu~ the head nurse, assistant head nurse, 
staff nurse, pediatric instructor. clinical instructor, and medical res i -
dent were interviewed to determine their evaluation of the stu~ method. 
An attempt was made to ask leading questions in order to obtain their 
opinions in regard to the advantages and disadventa€es of 'the stu~. 
No notes were taken during the interview, but as soon as the interview 
was complete, the various comments and opinions were recorded. They were 
asked what va lues they saw in the stu~ method. did they consider it 
time consuming, what values did they see in this for the students and 
for patient care. 
ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' ~ 
Figure I shows the comparison of the time spent by each student 
for each activity. Time spent for special duties on the ward, clinics, 
and classes are not included in these graphs. 
The difference in time on duty for the three students during the 
study is explained by the length of time of the individual stu~ period. 
Student A had her stu~ patient for seven days, Student B - for eight days, 
and Student C - for six days. The irregularity in daily ,working hours 
also accounts for this variation to a slight degree. 
The difference in time spent caring for the study patient between 
Students A ~~d B ro1d Student C was due to the type of patients involved. 
The study patients cared for by both students A and B were on complete bed 
rest and required more care. Student C1s patient was ambulatory and was 
g iven playroom privileges the third day of the stu~. Therefore, he \•ras 
away from the ward most of every morning and part of every afternoon. 
The marked difference in time spent caring for other patients 
between Student A and Students B and C is explained by the low census at 
t he time of these studies. The average patient assignment for Student A 
was two patients daily, Student B - three patients daily and Student C -
one and three-fourths patients daily. The pattents caxeJfor by Student B 
and Student C were primarily ambulatory patients with playroom privileges, 
l'l'hile Student A had patients who were either on bed rest or post-operative 
patients who were in for minor surgery ahd required close observation and 
care during their brief period of hospitalization. 
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Conference time was higher for Student A because her patient's 
mother had special permission to visit her son any time she desired. 
Therefore Student A had much better opportunity to talk with the parent 
than either of t he other students. 
Student E seemed to spend more time in all aspects of writing 
he r reports t han either of the other students, which probably accounts 
f or t h e additional time recordedl 
Figure II demo~strates t he allotment of time spent by each 
student for the different activities. The marked difference between the 
time spent caring for t he study patient and the time spent caring for 
other :patients with Students E and C gives indication of the differences 
in t he types of patients cared for by these students. They had more am-
bula tory patients \'rith playroom :privileges than Student A. 
Figure III demonstrates t he irregularities in t h e \'Torking hours 
of t h e three students. Though Student A had her study patient seven days, 
Student E - eight days, and Student C - six days, the total hours spent by 
each student is not in t he expected relationship. 
Figure IV shows that the total time spent caring for the study 
patient exceeds all other activities. Time caring for other patients is 
second highest, 'iri th conference time third. Conference time was not as 
high as \'las hoped for, because students s eemed reluctant to consult the 
resource personnel available within the hospital. 
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Analysis of Investigator's Time 
Figure V illustrates the amount of time spent by the investiga-
tor in various activities. Conference time with the students consisted of 
explaining the mechanics of the various vJOrk sheets and guides, as well as 
discussing the patients and their problems. The questions regarding the 
patients were of the type that could be, and would ordinarily be, answered 
completely by the head nurse or assistant head nurse, since they were 
familiar with the patient and his family. In many instances the investi-
gator had to have additional conferences with the head nurse in order to 
find t he ans\·,rers to many of the students I questions. Since they usually 
possess this information by virtue of their position, the conference tiwe 
with students in the future would not be expected to be quite so high. 
Library study included time spent reading the patient's charts 
and the students• records. 
The time spent interviewing the patients and their families and 
caring for patients was brief because, of the three study patients, only 
Student A1 s patient required an additional person to help in his care. 
Since the head nurse and graduate staff were accustomed to teaching and 
helping the students in the care of the patients, the instructor thought 
it better to remain in the role of an observer as much as possible. 
Therefore, there were less people for the patient and his family to adjust 
to during their hosp italization period. Most patient care by the i nvesti-
gator was involved "'i th other children in the ward who needed assistance 
a t t h e time the investigator was observing the students and their patients. 
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Advantages in the Use of Thi s 
Problem-Solving Method 
The valu€s , as see1~ i n this method by the stud.e:-,ts , s t aff and 
instructors, ·wer e compi led from statements of eval ua.tion made by them. 
These values seem to fe,ll i nto the follo,.,ring four categories: 
1 . It made t he students more aware of the importance 
of detailed charting, particularly in the area of 
child behavior. 
2. It impcoved total nursing care of the patients and 
made t he students more observant of the various 
aspects of good care. 
J . It aroused the students• interests and stimulated 
t hem to seek information about t heir patients. 
4. It stimulated the interests of other students 
\vorking on the wards. 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATE!trENT 
Head Nurse 
Student A 
Student C 
I 
IT M.ADE THE STUD:EU'fl'S l·iORE AWARE OF TEE 
IMPORTANCE OF DETAILED CHARTI NG 
11 Student A has done some very good charting 
since caring fo r Peter. 11 
11 These observations ( notes by Student :S) give 
you an idea of the personality of t he child. 11 
11 I 1m more aware of my chart i ng now a.'ld try to 
write more about the patient's reactio:p.s. 11 
11 I asked my roommate about her charting. I 
asked her what sort of things she charted, 
and if she found a patient did not eat, did 
she ever check back on the chart to see bow 
he had been eating, and did she ever try to 
find out why he didn • t eat." 
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Student C 
SOURCE OF 
TEE STATEMENT 
Head Nurse 
Asst. Head Nurse 
Doctor 
Stuclent A 
Student C 
Staff Nurse 
Student A 
Student C 
Student B 
11 I looked through all the nurses' notes to try 
to find his reaction to the :pre-oper~tive 
medication and the oxygen tent :post-operative-
ly. I couldn't find anything at all. Maybe 
it bothers me more now because I rea~ize the 
importance of it · • . " 
II 
IT IMPROVED TOTAL NURSil'l"G CARE AND ~1ADE 
STUDENTS MORE OBSERVAJfT 
11 Student B made more attempts to talk to child-
ren when they seemed upset and she tried to 
allay their fears. She seemed more aware of 
the need for these explanations." 
"Peter received very good nursing care. I 
don't know whether it was because of the study 
approach or because he was assigned to the 
same nurse all the time." 
"The patient (Joan' became more manageable and 
had less fear of the needle and w~s wore co-
operative. There was quite a difference be-
tween the second and third needle. 11 
11 I 1m still doing this to some extent with all 
my patients. 11 
11 You automatically use this on other patients. 11 
11 This is a good way for students to learn total 
care of the patient." 
11 I noticed improvement in daily reports of 
Joan, though I wasn't too familiar with her. 
When I came, she didn't talk at all, but she 
gradually began to talk to nurses and other 
patients and to smile." 
11 I used to think of patients more as disea.ses, 
but now I think of them as persons." 
11 This wa s a very interesting way of studying. 
I noticed more about the children because I 
knew what to look :for. 11 
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Playroom tea.cher 
Student A 
Diary 5/26 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATEMENT 
Head Nurse 
Asst. Head NUrse 
11 Student :S made better observations than stu-
dents usually do. Like most n~rses, she tried 
to do too much for the Children. She managed 
the younger Children very \'Jell. 11 
11 Student C seemed to fit right into the situ-
ation. She would ge'!; right in 11rith the group 
who needed someone with them, but would not 
do too much for them. She encouraged them to 
do things for themselves. She made very good 
observations. II 
11 I noticed more about behavior and found out 
things about the patient's physical condition 
and possible reasons for his behavior that I 
would never have noticed otherwise." 
11 I now know what to look for in my patients 
and know how to give them better care.n 
11 The night nurse reported that Charles had 
stayed flatter during the night than he had 
any night since the order was \'rri tten to keep 
patient flat (six days before). Student C 
had cared for Charles (her first study patient) 
the day before and tried to explain the 
reason for him s'!iaying flat and tried to find 
means of diversion which could be done while 
in this position. 
III 
IT AROUSED THE STUDENTS I INTERESTS AND 
STIMULATED TBJiM TO SEEK DlFORMATION 
11 All students s eemed to ask more questions 
than the other students. 11 
11 Student C seemed interested in all patients 
and asked questions about tests and how they 
were being done, which most of the students 
don 1t do." 
"All three students listened more intently to 
doctors and nurses when they discussed the 
patients, while the other students usually 
continued on about their business." 
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Student B 
Student C 
Clinical Instructor 
Pediatric Instructor 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATEf1IENT 
Student B 
Student A 
"I was more interested in my 9ther patients 
after doing thi~ and even felt interested in 
the patients in the playroom." (Students 
next assignment.) 
11 This is a very interesting wa:y to do a nursing 
care study." 
11 I enjoyed doing this very much. The old way 
of doing nursing care studies 111as dul l." 
11 I spoke to th~ students about their work and 
they didn't seem _ to be having any problems 
writing it up. The stud.ents all seemed quite 
interested in it. 11 
11 1 think this method stimulated all of them to 
think. 11 
IV 
IT STIMULATED TEE INTEREST OF OTHER STUDENTS 
WORKING ON TEE WABD 
11 The students who relieved me asked what I 
wanted them to chart and to look ~or. 11 
11 They (other students giving report about study 
. patient) reported more attitudes and not only 
physical condition. Sometimes the,y also re-
ported attitudes of the other patients too. 11 
11 A lot of the students asked many questions 
about the study, what it was for, how we did 
it, etc." 
11 The other students 'ltrere wonderful and filled 
in the charts when I was off duty." 
Disadvantages of the Use .£! 
~ Problem-Solving Method 
A review of the various conferences indicated only two evident 
disadvantages of this method: 
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1. There were not enough opportunities to talk with 
the parents. 
2. The low census at the time of study an~ rapid turn-
over of patients made it difficult for the students 
to find really suitable study patients. 
I 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATEMEl'lT 
THERE WERE NOT ENOUGH OPPORTUlUTIES TO 
TALK WITH THE PARENTS 
Student A 
Student B 
Student C 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATEivJENT 
Student A 
student c 
11 During evening vi~iting hours ohly a few 
parents come. and we're usually too busy then 
to talk with thew." 
11 I was u~ually off duty during visiting hours 
and didn't get a chance to talk to her 
parents." 
11 Many times the parents go to the pleyroom 
with the children so we don't have a Chance 
to talk with them." 
II 
STUDY PATIENTS NOT r·tOST SUITABLE DUE TO 
RAPID TURNOVER IN PATIENTS 
11 ! lost interest after changing so many pa- · 
tients and when I first started \'Tith Peter. 
I had no interest in ~he study a~ more. 
After a couple of days caring for him I be-
came interested again." 
11 I didn 1t have much chance to observe John 
once he was given playroom privileges. 11 
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The Desirability and Feasibility 
of this Problem-Solving Method 
The results of the evaluation of this method by students, staff, 
and instructors seem to signify that the advantages of this method heavily 
outweight the disadvantages found. This method of approach seemed to stim-
ulat~ the student's interest in her own patient and other patients on the 
ward. It improved the care of the patients and made the students aware 
of the importance of recording their observations for the benefit of the 
rest of the staff and the patient himself. 
The disadvantage of lack of parent contact could be partially 
remedied by the adjustment of the student's time. Since there would 
probably only be two to three students using this method at one time, 
their time could be arranged so they would be present during yisiting 
hours on the days when they did not have classes at this time. 
Since the average period of hospitalization in this hospital is 
seven to eight days, it was difficult to ftnd patients who could be used 
for the stu~ patients for a longer period. The low census at the time of 
this study contributed to this difficulty, but is not the usual pattern for 
this \'lard. 
The instructors and hea.d burse indicated by different comments 
that they had noted a change within the students during and after this 
study: 
"Students A and C did seem to ask more thoughtful 
questions in class. 11 
11 Student :S seems to be developing more self-confidence. · 
She asked the doctor many questions in class yesterday, 
but until now she has been a very quiet student in 
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class." (A couple days after the study started.) 
"Student J3 has much more self-assurance this time. 
She takes more leadership now, where before I had 
to tell her ever,ything that had to be . done. I 
don 1 t kno,., whether this is because of the study or 
just because she has been here longer. 11 (Student J3 
had been assigned to this ward before the study and 
returned there one week after the study ended.) 
Recommendations for Future Use of This Method 
Other co~~ents made by the students and staff _were used as a 
basis for reco~nendations for future use of this method. For clarity of 
presentation they have been divided into the following categories. All 
statements referring to ~ category are grouped together whether they are 
positive or negative • . Cohtradictory views could only be settled by future 
trials of this method. 
1. For better results and in~reased learning within 
the students this should be done as early as pos-
sible in their experience. 
2. The use of this method would not be too time co~ 
suming in this situation. 
3. Special consideration should be used in the choice 
of the study patient. 
4. A printed guide is necessary to help the student 
become familiar with this method. 
5· One week is an adequate period of time to become 
familiar with this method of approach to patient 
care. 
6. The study period was too brief to evaluate what 
the students received from the use of this method. 
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SOURCE OF 
THE STATEMENT 
Student C 
Student A 
Student C 
Head Hurse 
Asst. Head Nurse 
Pediatric Instructor 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATE!•DDNT 
Student C 
I 
IT SHOULD :BE DONE EARLY I N THEIR PEDIATRIC 
EXPERIENCE 
JStudents could do this after one week because 
really, it 1 s all nurs ing. 11 
11 I think students should do t~is in their first 
month so they will be able to notice more for 
the rest of their experience.n 
11 This should be done in the first month so it 
will help students for the rest of their time, 
and they can take it back and use it on adults 
too. 11 
"If this does what the _students sey it does, I 
think it should be used for all students. 11 
11 The time for a student tc;> do this would de-
pend on the individual student. Some are 
ready sooner than others. 11 
11 The students may be too oyerwhelmed at first 
to understand or use this method. The,y may 
need time to adjust first." 
11 I would think . it would be valuable in motiva-
ting student interest and more valuable if 
started early." 
II 
SPlOCliAL CONSIDERATION SHOULD :BE USED IN THE 
CHOICE OF THE PATIENT FOR STUDY 
11 It would be better to be assigned to the pa-
tient as soon as he comes tn so you "\frill see 
his attitude toward hospitalization and be 
able to see how it changes. 11 
11 It is not necessary to have the study patient 
in a ward with other patients, because you 
pick up most of your information during bath 
time. You can't just go in and ask a lot of 
questions. but it 1s easy to ask them while you 
are giving a bath. 11 
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Asst. Head Nurse 
Head Nurse 
SOURCE OF 
THE STl1.TEMENT 
Student C 
Head Nurse 
"It seems a.s if they could take a :patient in a 
:private room because the students usually go 
back to such a :patient after their other :pa-
tients are done, because these :patients are 
alone and usually the sickest and require 
closer attention. They would also get an op-
portunity to talk with :parents more, since 
they need to develop this area. They don 1 t . 
always have to talk, maey :parents like to 
talk and just want $Omeone to listen to them." 
(Parents of very ~11 children are given extra 
visiting :privileges.) 
"This would not be too good for short term pa-
tie~ts, those not diagnosed, those too compli-
cated, and those who go to the :playroom every 
~-~~ 
11 A patient that is very dis'j:;rubed could be too 
much for a student just as much as one who is 
too complicated :physically.n 
11 The doctors on the case make a difference as 
to how. much the student can learn. Some are 
very willing and anxious to teach and others 
ar~n 1 t." 
III 
TIME ELEMENT i'TOULD BE MINI!.f.AL IN THIS SITUATION 
"I think you could do this even if it is busy 
because it does not take too much time. The 
libr~ time looking up the disease and things 
is not extra because you do that for any pa-
tient." 
"It would not take much time to guide the . stu-
dent fn this method since you 1d :probably only 
have a couple study patients at one time." 
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SOURCE OF 
THE STATE!viENT 
Student A 
Student B 
Student C 
SOURC:E OF 
THE STATEMENT 
Student C 
Student A 
SOURCE OF 
THE STATEMEN1' 
Pediatric Instructor 
IV 
THE PRINTED GUIDE AND WORK SHEETS IS NECESSARY 
11 It • s very necessary to have the guide. I 
have neve:r done anything like this before and 
I wouldn't have known how to start without 
the guide. 11 
11 I could.h't have done this without the guide 
because I wouldn't know what to look for. 11 
11 The guide is very important for this approach. 11 
v 
ONE WEEK IS AN ADEQ,UATE PEP.IOD OF TIME TO 
:BECOME FAMILIAR '\'liTH THIS MllY.rHOD OF APPROACH 
11 0ne \'leek was long enough for us to learn the 
things to look for in our patients." 
11 0ne week is long enough to do this in order 
to learn this approach to the patient. It 
'\'Tas very quiet \'Then we were doing it, but I 
don 1t think we could do it when it is busy, 
or e~se it would have to be for a · longer 
period, perhaps two weeks or more, when it is 
busy. 11 
VI 
THE ENTIRE PERIOD WAS TOO SHOBT .TO EVALUATE i'IHAT 
THE STUDENTS RIDCEIVED FROM THE USE OF THIS METHOD 
11 I think we should remember that a lot of these 
appreciations come "'i th self-growth over a 
period of years. Therefore, one of the bes~ 
things we can do is to stimulate the students! 
interest and guide them in their o\'m grmvth. 11 
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Pediatric Instructor "It was difficult to judge its valu~ here in 
such a short Feriod considering the differ-
ences in the students• baclqgrounds." 
11 I would like to use it in the future if it 
could be simplified a little." 
CHAJlTER IV 
S(J}.fi-f.ARY, CONCLUSIONS, Al"'ID BECOMMENDATIOlifS 
The evidence disclosed by this pilot study, testing the feasi-
bility of a problem-solving method of teaChing in a pediatric affiliation, 
attests to the fact that it is ~ stimulating method of teaChing the care of 
children to students of nursing. The evidence also indicated that the 
results expected from this method of teaching have been a.chieved. 
The learning experiences for the students were distributed in a 
number of different areas. They concentrated first on observing their 
individual ~at~ents in an effort to determine the specific problems that 
each presented. In order to understand their patient more fully, they 
realized it was necessary to search his past history for clues which might 
a ccount for his present condition and behavior. They compared their indi-
vidual patient with other children of the same age on the ward in . an attempt 
to determine the level of development of their particular patient. In 
order to find t he answers to some of the questions they encountered regard-
ing their patients, they sought the information in the library and to some 
extent from the doctor assigned to the patient and the head nurse and 
assistant head nurse on the ward. 
The students became aware of the various problems their patients 
presented by the use of observation sheets. These daily records, on '·rhich 
the students recorded all their observations about their patients and in-
formation that they discovered in caring for him, aided the students in 
defining ~he existing problems which needed to be included in the nursing 
care plan. 
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By making a comparison of the typical textbook picture of the 
disease condition and the picture presented by their patient, they not only 
learned about the disease condition, but also had experience in sorting out 
the pertinent material from the patient's history, and evaluating their 
findings of the comparison. 
The students all needed guidance in understanding their patients 
and the possible reasons for their behavior. They also required guidance 
in recognizing the steps of the problem-solving method of approach, ?nd 
their final reports indicated they seemed to understand the approach. 
Nevertheless, it was also evident that this ~derstanding could be streng-
thened quite a bit. 
The students had some difficulty deciding the kind of observa-
tions to be recorded under each of the five headings. Since they thought 
the enjotional factors seemed to be implied under the 11 General Comfort and 
1~ell Being11 column, their comments regarding emotions were frequently found 
in both this and the 11 Emotional Factors" columns. They sugg~stec;i. that a 
total of three headings vrould be easier to understand and follow. These 
suggested headings were: (1) Diagnostic and Therapeutic Treatments and 
Physicd Comfort; (2) Emotional and Social Factors; and (3) Family Visit ing. 
All three students agreed that the child 1s behavior when his parents were 
present was many . times different enough to deserve recording under a 
specific heading. They seemed to recognize the important role t~e parents 
and home life played in the attitudes and reactions of the child. 
The distribution of the time spent by the students in various 
activities t-ras partially determined by the individual study patient, the 
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student 1s additional assi~ent, and her working hours. The bed patients 
usually required more care. The ambulato~r patients did not require close 
supervision >fhen they were up and around because they usually rec~ived play-
room privileges and therefore were away from the "'ard q:uite a bit. 
Only one of the three students had parent contact and this \•ras 
only with her last study patient. She had not had a.rw \vith her other study 
patients. In the area of pediatrics this parent contact is very important 
and the students indicated they would like to learn more about the child's 
behavior a.t home and the possible cause . of his present behavior, which they 
felt could be obta.ined from the parents. 
Of t he total t ime spent by all t he students, 43 per cent was 
spent caril'J€ for the study patient, 2 3 per cent caring for other patients, 
17 per cent in conferences, 12 per cent in "~iting the assignment and five 
per cent in library study. 
Although the conference time was not low in proportion to . the 
other figures, not enough of this "'as spent "'i th resource personnel. The 
continual changing of study patients accounted for & good part of this time. 
If this method \'lere to be used with the head nurse as the instructor, means 
might be found to encourage the student to seek ir~ormation of the various 
resource pe~sonnel. Since the head nurse would be familiar with the ward 
situations, and the doctors on the various services, she cou+d probably 
create opportunities for the students to make these contacts. 
The time spent by the investigator in the vari9us activities 
would not influence the use of this method in the future. A great deal 
of the conference time with the medical personnel also dealt "rith constant-
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ly choosing new study patients. After their initial orientation to this 
method of teaching, conferences for this purpose with the medical person-
nel \'lould not oe necessary once this method "''Tas in use. Liorary study for 
research regarding patient 1 s diseases, intervie'\'Ting the patient and his 
family, and assisting in the care of the patients, are activities ordinari-
ly engaged in by the head nurse in the course of her usual cleys "''Tork. 
Ciberical >-.rork 'l'rould. be eliminat~d oy the use of mimeographed guide sheets 
once the method was estaolished. 
One of the oiggest :proolems throughout the study period \·laS 
choosing study patients. It was found that the follovring types of patients 
v1ere not too sui taole for study for oeginning students: 
1. Patients admitted for short periods for therapeu-
tic treatments or minor surgery. 
2. Patients admitted for the purpose of esteblishing a 
diagnosis. 
3. Patients who are too complicated either emotion-
a~ly or physically. 
4. Patients who have full playroom privileges. 
Sometimes the patients are on restricted. activity and limited play room 
privileges. A patient of this type would prooaoly oe on the ward enough 
for ooservation and could oe used as a study patient. 
The students tend to oecome disinterested when their patients 
\·rere constantly oeing changed or when ~hey \·rere too complicated in rela-
tion to their o"''m level of development. Since most of the patients chosen 
fell into the above categories, this seemed to oe a normal reaction of 
the students. 
Once a student had used this guid for the first time and was 
familiar ..,.,i th the method involved, she could probably be assigned to any 
patient with the above restrictions to become familiar with the problems 
presented by these short term and ambulatory patients which are different 
from the bed patients'. With experience, she would be challenged by 
patients who presented more difficult problems. 
Th advantages of th~ method as expressed by students participa-
ting in the study v;ere several. They became more awe;re of the importance 
of detailed charting and its value in continuity of ca.re for the patient. 
They felt they were able to give better care to their patients becsuse they 
were aware of all the aspects to be considered in total care. They were 
more aware of the behavior of the patients and recognized the effect this 
behavior had on the treatment of the child's disease condition. This 
method aroused their interest in their p~.tients as p rsons and stimulated 
them to seek more information about them. It made learning a more enjoy-
able and satisfying experience. 
The instructors, head nurse and assistant head nurse sa''/ valu~s 
similar to t hose s een by the students as well as some additional values. 
They indicated that the students appeared quite interested and seemed to 
be enjoying this experience. It stimulated t he students interests and they 
asked more thoughtful questions in class, and also as~ed mor questions 
about the pat ients and their treatments while on duty. Their charting 
seemed to improve and the patient care was good~ One student seemed to 
develop more self-confidence and self-direction. 
The disadvantages of lack of contact with parents is r ally 
quite important because these students did not have access to any social 
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history on their patients, since there were none on the charts. Therefore, 
unless the :patients '\:Tere old enough to give accurate information or unless 
the student had parent contact, she had no way to determine what influence 
,.,i thin the home might be Cal,lsing the child's pres~nt behavior, and \•That his 
role was in his family unit. Nor was she aware of the parents attitudes 
to'trarcts the child, and tow?-Tds his disease condition and hospitalization. 
Therefore, since this method seemed to have certain definite 
values, and since the disadvantages were limited and could be partially 
overcome \>lith better planning in the future, the use of tl;J.is method seems 
both feasible and practical in this pedis.tric affiliation. 
BECOMMENDATIONS 
Since this pilot study provides evidence that the problem-
solving approach to nursing care is both stimulating and interesting to 
the students and improves the care of t he patients, it is recommended t hat 
this approach be used by all the students during their pediatric affili-
ation and \'li thin their first month's experi ence. For this initial experi-
ence. patients should be chosen preferably who are expected to be hospi-
talized for approximately a two 'treek period, and \'rho do not present too 
complicated problems either emotionally or p~rsically. This learning 
method is equally applicable in assignments to ward or private patients. 
Students usually spend more time \vith patients '\'Tho are alone, and lack the 
companionship of other children in neighboring beds. Noreover. the 
parents frequently spend more time with the child who is in a single bed 
unit. This \'lould :provide more opportunities for ob~ervation of parent-
child rela tionshi ps and also student-parent contact. 
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Before this teaching method is instituted, the staff shoul d be 
well oriented to it and t he underlying philosophy and purposes of it. 
They should also understand the functions of the various guides and \'TOrk 
sheets. Wider experience with the guide shee~s, if continuously appraised, 
would aid in ascertaining ho~>r they could be designed for greater useful-
ness and would pr9vide ideas to ma~e them more suitable for the field of 
pediatric nursing. 
After the initial use of this method in the first month, it is 
further r ecommended that a modified problem-solving approach to learning 
be carried out by each student during her entire twelve '"eek affiliation 
period. If students are to be able to identify major problems and learn 
to d9 something about them, they must have cont i nuous experience in this 
area. They must learn to identify problems, to determine the data needed 
to solve them or from 'vhich to make decisions, to test these decisions, 
and to evaluate t he results of t heir efforts. Once the student ha.d used 
t he extensive approach for her initial experi ence, she could help other 
student s in their approaches. This would result in group approach to 
problem-solving arising from group discussions of the individual problems. 
Constan t practice in defining problems, trying approaches to them, and 
evaluating the results will prepare these.students to function more com-
pletely in the area of total nursing care. It tends to increase skill in 
observations, to increase sensitivity to t h e patient's needs, to expand 
both depth and breadth of knowledge, to provide understanding of t he sig-
nificance of relationships in general and the particular emoti9~ and 
intellectual factors 1>rhich are the basis of these relationshipa. 
---=---
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For this continued experience in problem-solving the students 
could be assigned to patients '~Tho are admitted for short periods for thera-
p utic treatments, for minor surgery, or for the purpose of establ~shing a 
diagnosis, a.s w 11 as to patients who have longer terms of illness. Th s 
pati nts prosent problems in adjustment, and the more immediately they are 
recogniz d the 1 ss traumatizing their hospital experience is apt to be. 
With continued xperience, the student should be able to recognize these 
probl ms as well as the social and medical therapeutic problems which must 
be resolved tf a. high quality of care and understanding of th s pati nts 
is to result. 
Since these students, who repres nted three differ nt schools 
of nursing, did not use a. problem-solving approach to learning before trying 
this method, and since they seemed to have a fairly superficial kno,·Tl dge of 
total nursing care, it may be sai'e to assume ~hat a eynamic approach to 
learning is not applied in their home schools. The qualitative judgments of 
the head nurs e and instructors in comparing these stud nts with other affili-
ating students appears to bear out the values in problem-solving as a teach-
ing method. It is r commend d that '\tThen the faculty of the Boston Floating 
Hospital meet s vrith the representatives from the affiliating schools of 
nursiP~, they should discuss with them the approach being used and try to 
stimulat them to begin this approach in their individual schools of nursing. 
When students are not familiar with this method of learning, and have had 
limited opportuniti~s for self~direction, a longer period is required to de-
v lop this approach. Moreover, all of these students coming to this affili-
ation are at 1 ast in their eighteenth month of . a three-year curriculum, 
much too long for a routine approach to nursing, when more and more medical 
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I 
and health :plans call for :professional nurses with a high degree of nursing 
skills whiCh must be dev loped if the nurse is to hold a :pQsition on the 
health t am on a level vrith the other :professional m mbers. 
The use of observation sheets on al l :patients is recommend d as 
guides to help the students become m9re aware of all the various asp cts 
that contribute to good patient care. Th y also aid the students in the 
development of their communication skills. 
?2. 
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APPENDIX 
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,I 
I 
I 
II 
============ ==-#==--- -
II 
I 
INTERVIEW 
INSTRUCTORS - HEAD NURSES 
1 ! Did the stu~ create problems in ward management? 
2. ~n1at values do you see in this method of approach to patient care? 
3. ~fuat disadvantages do you see in this method of teaching? 
4! What suggestions do you have to improve the method? 
5· Did you observe any change in the patients• conditions during the 
stu~ period? 
6. Did you observe any change in the students duri ng the stu~ period? 
7. Would you think it would be valuable to continue to use the method for 
teaching students? 
~~ ============ - =-= ==== =~- ================IF=-=== 
• 
STUDEliiT CO~lCE 
1. W~s there sufficient time: 
A. To observe and interview the patient? 
B. For library research? 
C. To intervie,., the parents? 
2. WhE:tt part icular problems developed for you l'lhile doing the study? 
3. How early do you think you could have used this method ih your 
pediatric affiliation? 
4. Did you have enough guidance during the study? 
5. Do you see an;y advantages to the use of this method of approach to 
patient care? 
6. Do you think one "'eek is long enough to become familiar with this type 
of approach? 
7. What woul d you like to change about the guide or work sheets? 
8. Do you think your a:pproa.ch to patient care ha s changed? 
=--=;.~==== 
~=~=- ---=======-====================~ 
STUDY GUIDE USED 
I. What is the main problem of this patient? 
II. wP.at are the sub-problems? 
A. Concomitant health needs. 
L Maintenance of nutrition 
2. Elimination. 
J. Maintenance of resp-9irculator.y functions. 
4~ Care of skin. 
5! Posture and exerci~e. 
6. Sleep, rest, relaxation. 
7. Intellectual needs. 
a. Reading 
b~ Understahding problems. 
8. Emotional n~eds. 
a. Fears. 
b. Security. 
c~ Eelongingn~ss - love. 
9. S~lf-expressio~. 
a. Vocational. 
b. Avocational. 
E. What are the health needs of the family? 
III. Collection of data: 
A. How are the problems evidenced? 
E. ~fuat are the factors which influence the problems? 
1. Age and personality. 
2. Family relationships. 
a. Is the family concerned about the patient's illness: 
To \-.rhat extent? 
b. Is there~ change in the patient's behavior when the 
parents are present? 
c. What is the relatiohship between the patient and his 
parents, and siblings if present? 
J. Cultural and religious patterns. 
4. Socio-economic. 
C. What services for the patient can be supplied by other medical 
personnel or community agencies? 
-=-=-= ~-=- ~ =-=-=='--=======-
I IV. Sources of data: 
A. Medical person~el. 
B~ Patient and family! 
C. Medical record. 
D. Community agencies. 
V. What factors must be considered in planning nursing care and carrying 
o1;1.t this plan? 
A. Nursing personnel on wards. 
B. Availability of community resources. 
C. Patient, family, socio-economic and ecological factors. 
VI. Setting up and carrying out Nursing Care Plan. 
A. Initial plan 
B. Subsequent changes. 
C. Long term plans. 
VII. Evaluation: 
A~ How effective was my supportive and rehabilitative care in terms 
of criteria of good care? 
B. How successful have I been in helping him and his family? 
C. What factors prevented maximum assistance? 
D. Ho'\'7 effectively have I used other health agencies? 
E. What sgencies might have been used by this patient earlier? II 
F. What factors contributed to non-effective use? 
I 
II 
_dl--=== --
1'1 Information regarding the disease 
II 
I. Incidence 
II. Etiological Factors 
III. Symptoms 
IV. \\'hat complications ~ arise? 
How m they be prevented? 
V. Treatment 
How does this patient studied com-
pare ~·lith the textbook picture? 
=== --=----- ==:=.__ 
It= ~-- --
l. What conclusions may be drawn relative to the differences? 
2. What significant factors were found in the study? 
I 
I' 
Diagnostic and 
Therapeutic 
Treatments 
General comfort 
and 
Well being 
Emotional 
Factors 
Social 
Factors 
Family 
Visiting 
1st d& 2nd day 3rd d§Y 
=== --=-==-- _..;:=:...--===== ==='-'-
I' 
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A SAMPLE OF TEE STUDENTS' WRITTEN WORK 
( FOBMS COMPLETED :BY STUDENT :B) 
PROBLEM 
Rh umatic fever with carditis 
SUB-PBDBLD~S 
1. Maint nance of nutrition. . 
This Child was placed on an ACTH diet. Eat! · fairly well , but dislikes milk 
very much, ~lso som ot~er foods. 
2. Sleep, rest, relaxation. 
This is the main problem. She will not r st in afternoon. From time sh 
wakes up in th morning till bedtime at night, she i s constantly doing some-
thing, although in bed. She does not r lax and appears extr m ly appreh n-
eive. 
J. Fears. 
This child is xtremely fearful of needles and a£raid of being hurt. 
4. Lov and s curity. 
Appears lonely and seems to like company and friendship. 
5· Dislikes taking pills and does so very slowly. 
COLLECTION OF DATA SOURCE 
Es.,entially ,., 11 till 17 <;lays prior to admission. Mother noticed History 
she did not look v!ell. Complained of pain in groin and f 1 t 
funpy. Temp . 102 degrees. Sh w nt t9 bed and it was noticed 
that sh had pain and swelling in her ankles \<lith migrating pains 
in all of her joints a.t this time also. 
14 days prior to admission sh had a v ry slight sore throat. 
Seen by h r physician \'l'ho on e:x:amifl8_tion believ d that sh had 
rh umatic f ver. Was pleced on bed rest, given penicillin and 
aspirin. Joint ~anifestations subsided in 4-5 days, but appar-
ently h a.rt findings persi~ted. Consultation at hospital con-
firmed diagnosis. Hospitalization wa.s advised, but mother could 
not ace pt it at this tim • She returned hom to think it over 
and about 10 deys later brough~ child to hospital for admission. 
1. Pati nt takes solids poorly, she is a finicky ater, eating 
some foods \'fell , h1,1t most foods poorly. 
Her sp cial diet is becaus of cortison medication. to 
h l p pr vent ed ma. . 
She must eat t· ell to mai ntain her strength t·rhile iJ;l. b ed foT 
a long period of tim • 
Sh s emed to at . q_uite ,.,ell whil in the hospital. 
2 . Child only 8i yrs. old and cannot s em to understand rby she 
must Temain on b d r st and whil in b d to remain as quiet-
ly as possible . This condi t ion of carditis can 1 ~d to a 
chTonic valvular disease causing a very w ak heaTt which 
later on in life could end in ver y serious results. Bed r st 
for a prescrib d l~ngth of tim could r st the heart and 
strengthen it so th child could lead a normal lif ithout 
strenuous activity. 
She almost refuses to ~tay in bed as once was seen sliding 
out and standing on . the floor. 
I nsists she can get up. Stat s, 11 It • s vTrong to mak a l:Jed 
with a p rson in it. 11 vlant ed to \lratch TV. 
Can't understand t-.rhy she can feel "' 11 and still b ill. 
¥oth . r wa~ not very strict about her remaining in bed when 
sh was s ick befoi being admitted although on bed rest at 
this time. 
J . Pati nt is very nervous and extr mely afr aid of n edles. 
Cooperates at times with a m~ked degr e of suspicion. 
Do s not like to hav p~ople bathe her or comb her hair. 
Sh eems to fear being hurt. . 
She has a n edle phobia. On having her first blood test sh 
almost b came hysterical previous to procedure. 
4. Constantly asked l'l'l;l.en sh could go home - very anxious to 
leav • Concerned about blood test and if it will be all right 
so she can go home. Patient is fairly quiet during the day 
until her fathe~ arrives- then becomes happy and talkativ . • 
Sh app ars to very close to h r father . Enjoys r ading and 
playing \·rith toys. Didn't taU: much - only when spok n to. 
5. Dislikes taking pills and as a r esult is very stubborn. 
Did slightly appreciate cut in dosage and lowering number of 
pills to b taken. 
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OUTLlNE OF 1:ruRSii'J"G CARE PLAN 
1. Sine sh is a finicky eater, I found out which foods she liked b st and 
gave her more of th s to make up for the food she would not eat. For 
xample, on some days I gave her ice cream to r place her milk. 
2. I pleyed gam s with her and ~ead to her. Gav her all the books and toys 
sh want d. This kept her mind occupied mor or 1 ss. Had doctor explain 
to her about her "sick heart . ll 
Not too much was improved on her requesting to get up till a TV set was 
finally &ble to be moved to her room. 
Able to ke p pati nt cheered up with books , toys , TV and talking with her. 
3. Allowed pati nt to talk about the needl es and tried to reassur her when 
she seemed frightened about them. 
, 4. Ead doctor explain to patient that as soon as blood t st was alright she 
could go home . Also said that h felt the test would be alright • 
.5. Explained_ to her ab out Cortison , but pat ient still couldn ' t or l'rouldn1t 
und rstc:md. Tried to explain the nee ssity of taking pills. 
~-- -
EVALUATION 
1. Patient eats foods she lik s very well, but the foods she doesn ' t like she 
won 1t touch. In spit of having a special di t» the patient r ally a t 
quite ;vell ;-rhile in the hosr,ital. 
2. She seemed to ace pt b d rest a little easier \'Then TV ceme to room. 
Appeared absorb ed in it. 
Pl~ing games with her ~1d reading to her kept h r from thinki ng or dw 11-
ing on one thought- too long. 
Now that she has been discharged \'lith order of 3 weeks bed rest at home, 
I am afraid her mother will not be very strict about her remaining in bed 
as sh~ didn 1t before admission. 
3. I believe the pat ient has calmed do\m to a small degree about having 
"n edles 11 • Her first blood test , where . she wae hysterical befor th 
procedure , proved successful as the vein \'las fot1nd i mmediately so the re 
was not as much pain as sh a~ticipat ed. On the s cond blood t est she 
did not resist against the inj ction b ing done. She cried extr m ly 
littl , but still hesitated to bend arm following procedur , but was 
easily f9rgotten by occupying mind with TV. 
This "\'ras probably due to doctor ' s success and allo\'Iing patient to t alk 
about it. 
Patient p rfectly content to bathe self and comb hair. 
L~ . To\varQ..s end of hospitalization sh was friendlier with oth r childr n and 
shared her toys 1ith them. She seemed b tter adjus t d to the entire situ-
ation. 
After patient became used to nurse she came out of her quiet 11 shell 11 and 
became ~ore cheerful and friendly. 
Ey pl~ing with her and reading to her th nur~e was able to get closer to 
t>atient. 
Still felt unsure and "\>Torri ,d about go i ng hom • 
5. Even on discharge patient was slo\'T taki ng pills. ! think ther \'Til l ·b 
difficulty at hom with this problem. 
IHFOBMATION REGARDING 
THE DISEASE 
I. INCIDENCE 
Rare in first years of life because devel-
opment of allergy requires time. H~ight 
of incidence - onset at five year~, reaches 
its peak bet\·reen seven to ten years. May 
occur at an older age, but rarely. Preva-
lent in temperat~ zones and during season 
of respiratory infections. Family incidence. 
Low income level. 
II. ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
The underlying factor is infection in the 
throat with a variety of hemolytic strep-
tococcus. As result of ch~onic or re-
peated acute infections, body becomes 
sensitized to the organism. 
III. SYMPTOMS 
1) Preceded by a. sore throat, fever is 
present (moderate in degree) may rise 
to 102 degrees at onset but drops quick-
ly t;o lo-v;er levels where tends to remain 
\"lith occasional elevation in some C?-ses 
which means there is activity of the in-
fection such as cardiac involvement. 
2) Prodromal symptoms present for .a day or 
two 1oJith malaise and fleeting pains, 
then onset is abrupt \•Tith a chill, temp 
higher at onset and remains higher 
throughout. 
3) Anorexia, malaise , anemia, leukocytosis, 
sv1eating. 
4) Elevated. sedimentat ion rate. 
5) Migrating joint pains, chorea. 
6) Continued infection or repeated infec-
tion after sensitization lea~s to all er-
gic response as with rheumatic nodules, 
carditis, and mild art~~itis. 
IV. W"rl.A.T C0!-1PLIC.li,TIOJ:TS MAY ARISE? 
1) Carditis - heart damage. 
2) Rheumatic arthritis. 
HOW DOES THIS PATIENT 
STUDIED COI'IiP .A.F.E \'liTH 
THE TEXTBOOK PICTURES? 
Family of low income. Patient eight and 
one-half years. Temperate zone. Season of 
respiratory infections. No history of 
rheumatic fever in family. 
Fourteen d~s prior 
slight sore throat. 
to contagion and no 
this disease. 
to admission had very 
Uo apparent exposure 
previous episodes of 
1) Fourteen days prior to admission had sore 
throat, fever 102 degrees. 
2) !-father said she did not look \"Jell , felt 
funny, pai~ in groin and swelling and 
pain in arikles with migratorJ pains in 
all joints. 
3) Lethargic, temperature normal from 11 
days prior to admission. 
4) Sedimenta,tion rate 90 mm/hr. 
1) Carditis with Grade I systolic murmur. 
HOW C.A}! TEEY :BE PREVENTED? 
No satisfacto~J means has been found; but 
since it is associated "''Ii th streptococcus 
infections» try to preve~t infections by 
continued administration of sulfonamide 
during the ,.,inter months. 
V. TREAT!•1ENT 
Cortisone - potassium chloride 
ACTH diet 
:Bed rest 
Salicyla.tes 
Peni cillin or sulfonamides upon discharge. 
Discharged on :penicillin daily. 
Cortisone 300 mg dai~y - grad~ally reduced 
to 100 mg daily for di scharge . 
Potassium chloride 0.3 Gm t.i.d. 
ACTH diet. 
:Bed rest. 
Penicillin upon dischar ge . 
1. WRAT CONCLUSIOliTS f·1AY :BE DRAWN RELATIVE TO THE DIF".H'EIOOTC~S? 
I can see no differences and so can draw no conclusions. 
2. i'1HA.T SIGNIFICANT FACTORS WERE . FOUND IN THE STUDY? 
The patient is a t ypi cal case. Very difficult to keep in .b ed. and to give med.i-
cation to. Very fearful of needles. Dislilces milk very much. Seems to receive 
e lot of attention from father, but does not seem spoileQ. . The fact that she 
ca.YJ. ge t her :parents to give into her may influence her care at home, particu-
larly where bed rest. diet and medications are concerned. 
OBDERS 
1) 5/17 
Bed rest 
Reg diet 
TPR q4h 
Sed rate 
2~ 5/1'9 
Cortisone 100 mg 
t!i. d. 
Potassium chloriCl.e 
0.3 G;n t. i.d.. 
ACT~ ~1iet 
Aureomycin 125 mg 
t.i.d. 
3) 5/27 
CarUsone 250 mg 
da~ly (100-50-100) 
4) 5/28 
Cortisone 200 mg 
daily (100-50-50) 
5) 5/31 
Cortisone 150 mg 
daily (50-50-50) 
6) 6/1 
Cortisone 100 mg 
daily (50-50) 
Sed rat 
}TIJ.RSING CA-~ PLAN 
PROEL]}.fS 
1) Does not under!3tand "to!hy she 
should remain q:uietly i n bed. 
Almost r efuses to. \rill not 
remain quiet while ~ bed -
stands ~p and "\'la.lks around and 
sits on foot of bed. 
2) Dislikes taking pills very 
much. Takes 15 min, to t~~e 
them. Does not underst a.ld. the 
rct=tson to take t hem . 
3) Slightly appreciative of cut 
in m~dications - still slow and 
slightly stubborn in taking 
them. 
4 & 5) Same as abo·v·e .. 
6 ) Smiled and slightly happy in 
having to take only 2 pills 
~long with th~ others. Asking 
at what time of day these pills 
will be given. 
Sed rate) Patie~t is very 
frighten d of needles and has a 
"needle phobia'.'. i'lorri s if 
test \'Till . be all right to allo'toT 
her to go home. Wants to go 
home soon. 
APPROACH 
1) Dr. has explained to pt . that 
she ha~ a 11 sick heart" and that 
she must remain quiet to make it 
better. Nurse has tried to 
stress this fact. At times she 
behaves 11rell but then she goes 
back to "w:hy11 , moving about and 
trying to get out of bed. Wants 
to '\'ratch TV, so on 5/29 a set 
1<1as placed in the room. This 
made p~tient happier and seems 
to accept her stay a little 
easier. 
2) Explain~d \'Thy pills a.re neces-
sary - dislikes to tak-, them 
regardless. 
3) Explaining still does not seem 
to help even though dosage is cut. 
4 & 5) Still dislikes taking them, 
but takes pills better as there 
are less~ Explained to patient 
that as the dosege is cut, 
patient ts getting better and 
after a'\'rhile may not have to 
take any. 
Sed rate) With the first test ~t. 
was told and ex:plained to that 
it may hurt a little, but not .as 
much a.s she imagined. Cried 
hysterically before test . Dr. 
able to get blood quickly giving 
only slight pain so that at the 
second test she whimpered slight-
ly befor test and co9perated at 
the time of the withdrawal. Not 
as fearful of needles. 
Joa.l"J. 
Rheumatic Fever 
8!- years 
DIAGJ!TOSTIC AliD 
THEBAP.E.'UT IC 
TREATMENTS 
GENERAL COf!JFOBT 
AliD 
WELL BEING 
Er-10TIONAL 
FJ.CTORS 
SOCIAL 
FACTORS 
FAMILY 
VISITING 
1st day 
Washed 3/4 of self. Diet taken . 
very \'Tell. Patient on bed rest. 
B.P. 110/90· A~reomycin 125 mg. 
Cortisone 100 mg. Potassium 
chloride 0.3 Gm. 
Appears comfortable, but unhappy. 
\'latches everyone, and fears what 
they mey do. Has a needle phobia 
and is upset and apprehensive to 
having to have one tn a blood test. 
Appears to be in a. 11 shell 11 • .\'Till 
talk \!lhen spoken to. Colors very 
well. 
Likes school. Is in 3rd gra4e. 
Has 2 brothers and 2 sisters. One 
sister is older than patient. 
Pl~ing checkers t·ri th father, does 
not appear ~ happier. (Was anxious 
to be reassured that he wouid return 
the next day. Was not enthusiastic 
about receiving presents promised 
to be brought the next d~. 
( ) Comm ent s added by nurs es other than study student. 
2nd day 
6 
TPR 98 -80-20. \'la.shed 3/4 of self. 
Diet taken very well. Passed 5 
soft stools (reEldish-brown vri th 
yellowish-gre~n mucus coyering). 
Diet at supp~r taken \v-ell, does 
not like milk. At 7 p.m. passed 
bloody mucus. 
Appears comfortable, but happy. 
Gives the appearance of a lost 
child. Story read by votunteer 
at 5:30. Appeared interested, 
but at times indifferent. 
Still speaks about having a needle. 
Fears it very much. Still talks 
only when spoken to. (Very dis-
turbed \!rhen blood drawn by doctor. 
Struggled and cried ~sterically. 
Blood drawn quicl~y end easily. 
S~s she 11 feels sic~'. Re~urned 
to bed. Still crying. Stor,y read 
end gradually quieted do m. 
Holding arm stiff but flexed it 
upon suggestion from nurse.) K~eps 
e.sking \'lhen she can go home and 
why t he doctor doesntt tell her. 
· Trying to teach a 4 year old 
child to play checkers. Good 
patience. 
Father visited after the needle. 
.She still held her arm stiffly and 
told her father the whole story. 
Appea.rec;l ha.ppy upon arrival of 
father. 
6-7 :p.m. Very happy \!lith father 
visiting~ Talked to nurse much 
more in his presence. 
9-10 p.m. Quite upset about 
medications. 
3rd day 
,.., 
Ver,y- quiet this morning. TPR 98° - 80 - 20. 
\vashecl self. Would not let back be ,.,.ashed. 
Nurse able t o cheer pt. up by ~easing her 
t.l:bout always saying just 11 yes 11 and 11 no 11 -
started to talk more and smile. 
Lies quietly in bed most of time. Does talk 
with other children at times. 
Long discussion o~ why :pt. is unable to go 
home. Cannot understand why she can feel "'ell 
and still be sick. Dr. had talk w~th pt. e~­
plaining she still has a "si9k heart 11 and ex-
plained her sickness a little more. The pt. 
no>v tells me she understands. Very happy 
this noon. Dr. told her she can go home next 
\'Teek . Told her she 'tr~ll have to have a needle 
first but she doesn 1 t seem to mind as after 
that she ldll go home. 
Listened i~tently to nurse reading stories. 
Appears to be lonely and wants company and 
friendship. 
Father visited - pa~ient appeared happy. 
4th day 
Diet taken ver-;~ vell. TPR 988-80-:-18. 
Examined by doctor. Patient asked quite 
a fe"tl questions about going home . Dr. 
stated maybe Tues , but not sure. Said 
sometime next week. B.P. 130/94. 
Telling father about going home. 
Bathed 3/4 of self - does not like to 
have bac~ washed (don't know reason). 
Requested hair be braided to-day '\'rhich 
't•Tas clone. Seems de:pressed again after 
episode of Pat getting needle. Requests 
a lot of books for reading. Likes to be 
read to. Smiles quite a bit during 
stories. 
Appears more cheerful this a .m. Talking 
a little more and ~miling (the subject is 
going home). A little uncoonerative as 
to having bed .made. Pt. insisted she 
could get up in chair - found it hard to 
explain to pte - still don•t think she 
understands. Seems upset with Pat getting 
an unexpected needle. Dete~ined _ to get 
out of bed! Slid out of bed onto floor. 
Nurse put patient right back. Pt. won't 
understand. 
~Thile making bed patient stated she 
liked the way her mother made her bed, 
because she got up. Pt. stated. it isn't 
right to make bed with a person in it. 
Colors very ";lell. Happy this p.m. 
Expects father both afternoon and this 
evening. Very happy on expecting and 
seeing father. Asks of mother and family-
tells trouble of ~taying in bed to father. 
Wants to see TV. Talking about going to 
the zoo when. well. 
5th day 
Diet taken very \!Jell. TPR 984'-80-20. Very 
quiet at first thi s a.m~ (Diet taken well 
at noon. Supper taken \vell but slol'rly.) 
B.P. 118/82. (Asked Dr~ when she could get 
up in wheelchair to watch TV. States father 
is coming again tonight.) 
(Bathed 3/4 of self. Hair again braided. 
Refused to have back \·rashed today. Had. a 
little trouble . fitting pt . into p .j. 1s. 
Refused to wear the slightly small or 
slightly large.) States . she doesn't f eel 
good \o~hen in bed so long. Attempting to 
climb out of side of bed. Difficulty in 
understa nding she must remain in bed. 
Became slightly more friendly around 8:)0. 
Enjoys reading to self and to have someone 
read to her. (Anxious to watch TV a-~d to 
oe able to get 9ut of bed. Worrying a9out 
ho;or her blood t est will come out. TV set 
moved into room. Patient much happier. 
6th dey 
(Diet taken '\'rell. TPR 98-76-20. Amusing 
self. B.P. 118/82. 9~rs she has only one 
more needle to get. Dinner taken well. 
Refused to eat potato. Stat~s it doesn 't 
taste like her mothers. Insists on having 
ice in water for medications.) 
(Bathed 3/4 of self. Hair braided. Reading 
aloud to self in a.m. Pleyed checkers for 
-~ hour \-lith nurse. Read to by nurse. 
Enjoys having someone play games \'lith her.) 
(Speaks constantly of blood tests and of 
going home, Tues or Wed. Appears to be 
fearful one will hurt her when combing her 
hair. Insisted on co~oing it herself. 
Watched TV most of day.) 
(Appears to get along very '\'lell with other . (Enjoys sharing games ;orith people and play-
children. i'lilling to wait her turn to play ing \V'ith others. Very quiet ty-pe !Jerson-
with toys . Shares toys ·\'rith other children.) ality.) 
(At . dinner time spea~ing of parents visiting 
her. Father visited for 1 hourw Asked dad 
how mother and other members of family were.) 
7th day 
(ACTH diet taken well. _Blood test taken by 
doctor.) Does not like milk, ate vanilla 
ice-cream instead. B~P. 118/70. 
(Very quiet during bath! Refused to have 
hack washed • . Had it done yesterday. 
Insists on comb~ng hair. Fears someone 
may hurt her. Enjoys vJatching TV. Extreme-
ly quiet this aem.) 
Cheerful and smiling. \'latching TV and talk-
ing quite a bit. 
(Did -not resist against blo9d. ,.,ork being 
done. Cried extremely little. ~esitated 
to bend arm after procedure. Easily for~ 
gotten by occu~ing mind with TV. Not as 
fearful of needles as v1as upon admission • . 
11Babied11 arm in v1hich blood '·ras taken. 
Qp.ite worried about results of blood test~) 
Insists she feels better vfuen she gets up. 
(Very quiet to childre~ in early a.m. 
Watched TV all morning.) 
Cheerful and watching TV all afternoon. 
Wants to ';.reave gimp. 
Tells nurse father '\ITill visit this after-
noon. and evening. Appears happy vri th this. 
Talking seriously ,,.,i th father about going 
home. 
8th day 
TPR 986-72.:.20. Diet tak~n vJell. Did not 
drink milk. B.P. 112/84. 
Took . 3/4 of bath - back vrashed. Combed 
hair, nurse braided it. 
Very happy and cheerful. Talking constantly 
abou.t going home. 
Watching TV and vleaving gimp all day. 
Father visited. Patient very happy. 
TPR 984-80-20. Diet taken '"ell. Took one 
sip of milk. 
:Bathed self - hair braided before brea..'ld:ast 
due to hurry to get home~ 
Talking abou\i going home at 8:30. Asking 
almost every minute for the time. Slightly 
u:pse\i at 9 a.m., \•rhen father :ha.dn 1 t arrived. 
Very hapP,Y upon hearing father had come at 
9:15. 
While talking to patient in main office 
awaiting discharge, found she sleeps in 
room \'There there a.re ~\'lin beds '·ri th her 
mother and baby in one and patient in 
other. Have o'\tm home. 
Father arrived at 8:45 but patient had . to 
wait for doctor before being discha+ged. 
Dressed and ready to go - very excited. 
Anxious for doctor to discharge her. Very 
anxiou~ downstairs \'rhile '\'Tai ting 1~ hour 
for medications and doctor to talk to 
father. 
